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INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE IN THE LOiiER CUYAHOGA 
VALLEY 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are countless examples offered throughout history of the rise 
to prominence of countries, cities, and large geographic areas because of 
some happy combination of natural resources, location, and people . Such 
a geographical area is northeast Ohio, conveniently fronting on Lake Erie, 
a part of the world 's largest inland waterway, and strategically located 
between two of the key ingredients for modern indus trial life, coal and 
iron ore . Along the Lake Erie southern shoreline in Ohio have arisen 
many industrial cities, bringing with them a large commercial growth . 
Among them are Toledo, Huron, Sandusky, Lorain, Cleveland, Fairport, Ash-
tabula, and Conneaut, (see Figure 1). The largest and most active of all 
of these cities is Cleveland, and the center of Cleveland's industry and 
commerce is the lower portion of the Cuyahoga Valley. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the lower portion of the 
Cuyahoga Valley, an area known as the Flats, and describe the large con-
centration of industry and commerce found there . In doing so some of the 
problems of the past , the present, and the future of this narrow valley 
and its sinuous muddy river will be discussed, and some prognosis made of 
the valley's future. 
The basic dat a for this thesis were obtained by reading the available 
literature pertaining to the subject, by talking t o t hose indi viduals who, 
either by personal interest or business knowledge, could contribute infor-
mation, and by the author's personal inventory and observations of the 
area . 
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I. THl PE~ SICAL SETT TG 
The lower hcl.f of the Cuyahoga Valley ls situated on the Erie PJ.ai.n 
0f the central lowland, and the upper half on the Allet;heny Plateau of the 
Aopalachiun PlateaJs . The Cuyahoga River, which occupies the valle/, is 
approximately 100 miles lon, , although its tvr.in s c.mrces, located only 
fifteen ""iles south of the Lake Erie Shore in Geauga County and fartl::er 
nortl than its moutr , .re only 34 a."ld 39 miles fro:1 the mouth . From its 
source it flows south and southrrest for 60 niles until it turns nortrn-Jard 
into its old pr eglacial valley on the northern bounda!Jr of the city of 
Akron and 30 miles south nf Cleveland. 
Its course is separable into three parts -- the long upper south-
westerly course, wlich is in a shallou and uneven channel through 
clacial t0oograpry, with no well marked valleJ , and in which the 
fall is 6oO feet , or about 9 feet per rile; a short middle course, 
where it falls 220 feet in a gorge 1~ miles lonv, cut back in the 
east. >vall of trQ old. valley; and the loNer, northward course in 
the old. valley. l 
The basic drainage system of the area of the lower Cuyahoga Valley was 
modified by glacial action during the Pleistocene ~erlud, ~d buried under 
deposits of glaclal till . 2 The soilc of the watershed are generally sil+y 
and clayey learns derived from the glacial till, or Joams, and sandy and 
gravelly loams, from lacustrine and alluvial deposits along the streams . 
The er0sion process , still in progress, produces the bulk of the sed-
iment dredged annually from the lower Cuyahoga River and the outer lakefront 
harbor. Figure 2 shm-Is the extent of the preglacial valleys of the Cu;rahoga 
1 H.P. Cushing, F. Leverett , a"lc f . F. Van Horn, Geolozy and l·:}neral 
Resources ol' the C1eveland District, Ohio . Bulletin B18 . ~nited States 
Dep::~r~ent of the Interior . u . S. Goverru-!ent Printing Office, ~lashington, 
D.C; 1931; p. 19. 
2 Art)·ur B. 1-iil1lruns, CeC'loe:y of' the C1eve1cnd Reg;_on, Pocket r!atural 
History No . 9, Geo1ocica1 Series No . 1, The Cleveland Huseur of Natural 
History, Cleveland, Chic; 19h0. p . ?. 
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River , as well as the Rocky River to its west, and some of the significant 
1 geologic features of the Cleveland area. Figure 3 shows in cross section 
the preglacial and nresent Cuyahoga Valley as indicated by depth of wells 
to bedrock near the line of Euclid and Detroit Avenues looking north . 2 
vlithin the Valley the river s-vr.ings from side to side of the "sinuous 
trench from 100 to 140 feet deep and from a quarter to half a mile lride . n3 
The stream is gently gr~ded wjth no rapids in the lower section. In its 
distance northward from its turn at Akron to Lake Erie the river is joined 
by several tributaries . The most important of these are, from south to 
north, the Little Cuyahoga River , which flows north from Akron to join 
the larger river at its turning point, Bran~~ne Creek, Chippewa Creek, 
Tinker Creek, Mill Creek, and Big Creek ~ich enters the river just above 
the presently established head of navigation. To the west of the mouth 
of the Cuyahoga River •mere the present stream bed enters Lake Erie, is 
a mile-long stretch of river resemblin~ an ox-bow and known as the Old 
River (see Figure 4) . 
The Cuyaho$a Flats 
The industrial and commercial area of the lower Cuyahoga iJalley, 
lmown as the Flats, is approximately 14! square miles , measuring some 3~ 
miles in depth and averaging 1! miles in width . It is bordered to the 
east and west by bluffs of 80 to 90 feet , becoming higher to the south. 
Winding tortuously through the Flats is the Cuyahoga River, reputed to 
1 Ibid . p . 8. 
2 Ibid. 37 . p . 
3 Cushing, Leverett, and Van Horn; op . cit. , p . 17. 
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Figure 3. Old Cuyahoga Valley as Indicated by Depths of Wells to Bedrock 
Near the Line of Euclid and Detroit Avenues Looking North 
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Figure 4. The Cuyahoga River and its t r ibutaries and adjacent drainage . 
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be the crookedest major stream flow~nf into the Creat Lakes. Within a 
distance o~ 2 miles due south from its ~outh the river has a total of 855 
deerees of curvature, or 2 and J/8ths circles . 1 Including the area of 
the mile-long Old River, the Cuyahoga River has 13 miles of dock space 
2 
without goinF furtr,er directly south than J~ miles from the lakefront. 
The route distance from the river ' s mouth to the present head of naviga-
tlon just above the Clark Street bridge is 5.8 miles . The topog:raph~r of 
the valley and the river ' s course within the Flats are shown in Figure 5, 
which is contained in the jacket at. the end of this report . 
The Climate of the Lower Cuyahoga Valley 
The lower Cuyahoga Valley, as does all of the State of Ohio, falls 
into a type of climate known as Humid ContinentaJ., Long Summer Phase . 3 
To s0::ne degree Lake Erie mod".fies the te:nperatures along thP lakefrcnt 
and wi th"ln the lorrer valley, causinF relatively cool summers and mild 
winters . 4 Rainfall is distributed fairly evenly throuehout the year. 
~~ble 1, taken from the Port of Cleveland, Ohio and compiled fr~m records 
of the United States Weather Bureau station in Cleveland, shows the 
monthly and annual averages for a number of years of temperature, pre-
1 C. Lanfdon vJhite , After 100 Years of Vacillation Gleveland Solves 
Its River Pr0blems, Annals of the Association of American Geographers , 
Vol. XXX, September, 19h0; No . 3, p . 201. 
2 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, July 2J , 1949. 
3 Alfred J . Wright, Economic G co. ·raphy of Ohio , Fourth Series , Bulle-
tjn So . Division of Geological Survey, Col1unbus, Ohio; 1953. n . 8. 
0 John D. Hins::!.o,.r, George ·r. ')hi+.~=>, an0 'Sarl e'~ber , The Water Re-
ef Cuya.ho a County Ohio , ,-:J let ·.r 26, "iv' !'-; • JTI Gf \'later, Colu.'llbus, 
io . reparea ln coopera l.r'n with tile Un::. +,p ~ .... tates Geolcrical Survey, 
Water Resources Division . August, 1953 . p . 5. 
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TABLE 1 
NON'l'HLY At!D ANNUAL AVERAGE 'hTEA T>-Il<'l=l DATA 
FOR VARYING PERIODS AT CLEVELA~ID , 0HIOa 
Temperature F 0 Precipi- Prevailing Heavy 
Haximum }linimum tation direction fog (inches) of winds (days) 
Number of years 70 70 so 28 
Month 
January 32 .0 17 · '~ 2. 51 CJv 
February 34.3 18.3 2.)1 w 
March h3 .0 26.0 2. 71 il 
April 56. 3 36.1 2.44 \v 
'Hay 69 .3 46. 9 3.12 N 
June 78 . 9 S6.S 3.12 s 
July 83.5 &J . 3 3.45 s 
August fll. 3 )<? . :? 2. 77 s 
September 74. 7 52 . 9 3-33 s 
October 62 .6 42 .8 2. 78 s 
November 46. 8 31.3 2. 64 sw 
December 35.6 22 . 6 2.hh SH 
Year 58 . 2 39 . 2 33. 82 s 
* Less than one day. 
TABLE 2 
EARLIEST, LATEST, AND AVERAGE DATES OF OPEN:'"NG 
AND CLOSING NAVIGATION AT PORT OF CLEVELANDa 
Opening 
64 
1 
1 
1 
l 
~4.. 
i~ 
* 
-r-
~-
.v. 
.><. 
l 
5 
Closi ng 
Ear l i e s t date 
Latest date 
Average date 
'arch 12 
April lS 
~·arch 31 
November 28 
December .31 
Decembe r 13 
a Taken f rom The Port of Cleveland, '1hio, I,ake Series 7-~o . 3, (Revised 
1950) . Prepared 'J<.~ tr.e Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors , 
Corps of Engineers, T)epart,...,.ent of the t\rny . United St ates Covern-
ment Printing Office, vTashinpton, D. C., 19)1. 
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cipitation, preva"ilin~ direction of \·:inds , anc nUll'Cber of days of fog . 1 
Due to its protected position, and in part to the constant erpt y'ng 
of warm industrial waters into the rivbr, the Cuyahoga seldom freezes 
during the 1finter. Despite this the river has a l imited season of navi-
gability due to the freezing of the Great Lakes and their connecting 
channels . Table 2, also taken from the Port of Cleveland, Ohio, shovrs 
the earliest, latest, and average dates of opening and clos..:.ng n vi ation 
in Cleveland Harbor. 2 
Due tc the even distribution of prec·..,itation throughout the year 
and to the water-holding capacity of the permeable glacial deposits of 
the '1ld valley, streamflow in the Cuyahoga River remains fairly constant 
throughout the year, and is slightly hifher than the averare discharge o.f 
streams in Ohio . 3 
~e Cuyaho~;a has a well sustained flovr ever.. during proJ.onged periods , 
due to the large reservoirs of ground water within its drainage basin, 
and sim~larly, because of the gentle topoeraphy and underlying geologic 
structure, that of a permeable preglacial r iver valley, the river Ls not 
regarded as presently capable of produc:i.n; a serious flood . 4 Some local 
flooding does occur at infrequent inte~rals in the tributaries , notably 
l The Board of Engineers for Rivers and !arbors, The Port of Cleve-
land, 'hio, T,ake Series No . 3, (Revised 1950) . Corps of Engineers , Depart-
Ment of t; e Army . United States Govern:nent Pr inting C'ffice, 1-lashington, 
D.C. , 19)1. p . 8. 
2 Ib. J ...., l ., :' • 
3 V.!inslo•· , 11i;'""', <>nd He Jber, op . cit; p. 21. 
1
-' Ibid., p. '26 . 
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Big Creek. The last serious flood to occur in the Lower CuJrahoga Valley 
was in 1913. Since then deepening and widening of the river have elim-
inated any flood threat. This is the opinion, at least, of the Federal 
Government, 'mich has turned down recent requests for funds for flood 
1 
control . 
The prevailing -vrind in the lo>-Ier Cuyahoga ValJ.ey is from the south 
during the summer months and f r om the southuest during the winter months . 
Occasional high winds And tornadoes are encountered. 
1 Interr. e1r1 -vnth :r-:r. Oliver Reynolds , Vice-President , Cleveland 
Chamber of Corru .. erce . June 28, 1956. 
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II. HISTORY 
The Early Settlements 
The earliest signs of human habitation found in the Cuyahoga Valley; 
as well as in other areas of Ohio, are the remnants of mounds believed to 
have been built by the ancestors of historic Indian tribes from six to 
2 twelve centuries ago. Little more is known about the early settlements 
until the early lath century when the Cuyahoga River was thought to be 
the boundary line in that part of northern Ohio between the Iroquois and 
Huron tribes.3 The first white settlements recorded in the valley were in 
1786. In May of that year two Moravian missionaries, David Zeisberger and 
John Heckewelder, founded a settlement called Pilgerruh, meaning Pilgrim's 
Rest, near the junction of the Cuyahoga River and Tinker's Creek. 
I The theories of the original meaning of the word "cuyahoga" are as 
numerous as the many early spellings encountered. Several explanations 
are offered by Mr. Charles A. Post in his book privately printed in 1941, 
called The Cuyahoga: The Crooked River That ~lade A City Great . The :t-fora-
vians, who in 178 founded what has been called the first white settlement 
in the present Cuyahoga County, and who spelled the name "Cajahaga", said 
that an educated Seneca Indian had claimed that to the Senecas the name 
11Cayohaga" meant 11the place of the jaw bone". This name was applied to 
the area because in the dim past, before the white man came, the jaw bone 
and other portions of a mastodon had been found near the river about five 
miles from its mouth. An old European map shows the river and its "carry-
ing place", the Portage Path, with some Indian villages, one of them on 
the site of Akron being call ed "Caujahoga Town" . The Delaware Indians had 
it as the 11Diahoga", while still another spelling was "Kayhoga". One 
writer claimed that "Cuyahoga" me~ms "the beautiful", while yet another 
says the meaning is "The Place of the Wing". It is generally accepted, 
however, that Cuyahoga means "crooked", a name most apt for thi s winding 
river. 
2 William Ganson Rose, Cleveland: The Making of a City, The World 
Publishing Company, Cleveland and New York. lst edition, 1950. p.l9. 
J Ibid. p.20. 
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A chapel and log cabins were built and the few residents set about to en-
gage in agriculture, but unfriendly Indians and hostile white traders in-
terfered and the ne\.v project was soon abandoned. In the same year, so 
tradition states, agents of the Northwestern Fur Company, identified with 
the Astor family, built a trading post of hewn timbers on the west side of 
the river near the mouth.1 
In June of 1796, Moses Cleaveland, leading the Western Reserve survey 
party sent out by the Board of Directors of the Connecticut Land Company, 
after shrewd persuasion got the Mohawk and Seneca representatives of the 
mighty "Six Nations" to relinquish their claim to the lands east of the 
Cuyahoga River. This was accomplished at the price of 500 pounds New York 
currency, two beef cattle, and 100 gallons of whiskey.2 After that, Cleave-
land led a portion of his party by boat over the lake to the entrance of 
the Cuyahoga River, where they landed at the foot of the present day 
St . Clair Street.3 
The importance of the Cuyahoga Valley as a transportation route had 
been realized before Cleaveland's time by the Indians whose trails tra-
versed the valley from the river's mouth south over the Portage Path, the 
site of present day Akron, to the Muskingum River leading southward to 
the Ohio River (see Figure 1).4 No less a person than Benjamin Franklin 
was among the earliest to suggest the mouth of the Cuyahoga as the site 
Ibid. p.21. 
2 Charles A. Post, The Cuyahoga: The Crooked River That Made A City 
Great, privately printed, 1941; p.25. 
3 Legend has it that Cleaveland and his party first landed further 
to the east at the mouth of the Chagrin River, and several days later, 
when discovering their error, named that river for their chagrin. There 
is some question as to the validity of this since there was also a local 
Indiaz! word "shagrin", meaning "clear water". 
The Ohio Guide, compiled by workers on the Writers Program of the 
Work Projects Administration in the State of Ohio. Oxford Univ. Press, 
New York; p.69. 
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of a future city, having recommended in a paper read at Philadelphia in 
about 1775 "that a temporary fort be placed on the south shore of Lake 
Erie at the mouth of the Cuyahoga River, where a post should be formed 
and a town erected for the t r ade of the lake. 111 George Washington also 
saw the future importance of the Cuyahoga, agreeing with Franklin as to 
its value as a point for re- shipment of goods coming from the east by 
. 2 
way of Pittsburgh bound for Detroit and other western po1nts. 
When Moses Cleaveland and his surveying party landed just within 
the mouth of the Cuyahoga River on July 22, 1796, they erected three 
small huts to house them for the su~er and laid out the plans for street-
ways which today still form the central area of the city of Cleveland . 
After a short while Cleaveland and most of his party returned to Connecti-
cut, and the three families t hat remained, plagued by dysentery, fever, 
and the bites of the numerous insects which infested the swampy lowland 
areas of the valley, soon also moved on.3 The following summer another 
surveying party arrived in the Cuyahoga Valley, but during a fifteen 
month period, from 1799 to late 1800, only one Lorenzo Carter and his 
wife remained in the town site. By late 1800, however, the pooulation 
of the river mouth settlement increased to seven.4 The settlement grew 
very slowly at first and it was not until 1818 when the first steam boat 
on Lake Erie, the "Walk-In-The-~vater", arrived at Cleveland, and the year 
after that when the Erie Canal was started, that an increasing number of 
settlers saw the possible advantages of the Cuyahoga location . When the 
1 Rose, op. cit; p. 26 . 
2 Post , cit; p . ll. op. 
3 The Ohio Guide, op. cit; p.219 . 
4 Ibid . p.220. 
lB 
Erie Canal reached completion and goods from the East became more avail-
able, the area became even more attractive to the migrating easterners, 
and plans for a canal to connect Lake Erie with the Ohio River to the 
south were talked of. Settlers on the west bank of the Cuyahoga River, 
an area first known as Ohio City, devised an ingenious scheme by which 
the newly fonned Ohio State Legislature authorized the "Cuyahoga and 
Muskingurn Navigation Lottery" for "improving the navigation between Lake 
Erie and the river Ohio through the Cuyahoga and Muskingum Rivers". 
This, however, fai led to produce enough revenue, so t he lottery was called 
1 off. 
In the 160 years that have followed the first permanent settlement 
of the lower Cuyahoga Valley by white men, perhaps three major happenings 
can be distinguished as being the most import~~t to the area 's developmen~ 
The first of these was the building of the Ohio Canal, started in 1825 and 
completed in 1833, to provide a continuous waterway between Lake Erie and 
the Ohio River. This started the development of the area as a commercial 
center. The second event was the almost simultaneous discovery of the 
Lake Superior iron ore ranges, oil in Titusville, Pennsylvania, and other 
surrounding areas, and the development of the Ohio, West Virginia, and 
Pennsylvania coal fields in the era just prior to the Civil War.2 This 
establ ished the area as one of industry and manufacturing. The third 
great happening to influence the area, and as yet just getting underway, 
Rose, op. cit; p.56. 
2 The first coal was broueht to Cleveland in 1828 by }~. Henry New-
berry who mined it from his land on the banks of the Cuyahoga River at 
Tallmadge . (Rose, op. cit; p.l08.) 
16 
is the development of the long sought St. Lawrence Seaway. This is 
expected to establish the lower Cuyahoga Valley as an international port. 
The Ohio Canal 
In 1825 Cleveland was selected as the northern terminus of the pro-
jected Ohio Canal, and on July 4th of that year, Governor DeWitt Clinton 
of New York, builder of the famous Erie Canal, ceremoniously turned over 
the first spadeful of earth to inaugurate its construction.1 The Canal 
entered the Cuyahoga River four miles south of the river's mouth and then 
was to parallel the river as far south as t he area which is now the north-
ern limit of Akron where the river turns east and then northeast. At this 
turning the canal followed for a brief while the path of the Little Cuya-
hoga River, and then, through a series of locks , rose to the summit of the 
Portage Path and into the Portage Lakes to continue its journey southward 
(see Figure 1). 
Starting at a level of 575 feet above sea level at the mouth of the 
Cuyahoga River, the canal had to climb 395 f eet in its first thirty miles. 
Two hundred feet of t hat climb, furthermore, had to be made in the two-
mile stretch from the Little Cuyahoga River through the present city of 
Akron, using as many locks -- twenty -- as it did in the distance travelled 
from Cleveland. 2 The canal was a major engineering job and the Cleveland-
Akron section by far the most difficult. However, men and materials were 
not hard to obtai~with stout oak at hand for the sluice gates and plenti-
ful supplies of limestone.3 Large numbers of Irish immigr ants also came 
1 Hugh Allen, Rubber's Home Town: The Real-life Story of Akron, 
Stratford House, New York, 1949; p.l?. 
2 Ibid. p.l8. 
3 Ibid. p.24. 
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to the northeastern section of the Western Reserve at this time to serve 
as construction workers. Their exploits during this era as a crew of 
hard-working, hard-fighting, and hard-drinki ng men are tod~ part of the 
river's folk-lore.1 
From the beginning of the canal construction, act i vity in t he lower 
Cuyahoga Valley increased rapidly. As the northern terminus of a water-
";tay that was eventually to connect Lake Erie and the Great Lakes ports 
\v.ith the Ohio River, and through the Ohio River to the Mississippi Ri ver 
and New Orleans, Cleveland had the most to gain of all the towns along 
the canal, since it would become a major distribution point for all of 
northern Ohio . 
In 1827 the first section of the canal, between Akron and Cleveland, 
was opened and the first boat, the "Ohio", set sail on July 4th, two 
years exactly from the time the canal was started. Barge traffic over 
the entire length from Portsmout h to Cleveland \'ras inaugurated i n 1830, 
although construction was not compl etel y finished until 1832. 2 
Cleveland's port at the time consisted of two piers, built on piles 
with the cribbing filled wit h stone, near the present mouth of the 
Cuyahoga . The r i ver was navigable six miles inland to the rapids 
and was lined f or a short space with war ehouses and private docks. 
The port did a substantial business f or a town with a population of 
only 6, 000, exporting that year grain, flour, whiskey, dairy pro-
ducts, lard, pig i r on, tobacco, lumber, and stone, valued at 
$2,444,708. Imports of salt , fish, furniture, gypsum, lumber, shing-
les, mill-stones, and smaller merchandise amounted to approximately 
$5 ,000 , 000 . It is r ecorded that in the year prior, 911 sailing 
vessels and 990 steamboats, ag3regating 401,800 tons, entered and 
cleared the Port of Cleveland. 
Rose; op. cit; p.ll3 
2Allen; op. cit; p .27 
3Case Institute of Technology, Cuyahoga Miracle, published by 
Executive Committee, the Case School of Applied Science, Endowment 
Building Fund. Cleveland, Ohio, 1937; p.4-5. 
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The prosperity of the canal was short lived, however, and its initial 
success was soon dimmed by the incr easing development of the railroads. 
The first railroad train reached Cleveland in 1851 and Akron in 1853, and 
after that the decline of the importance of the canal proceeded rapidly. 
The canal continued in limited operation until 1913 when flood waters 
destroyed many of the locks and washed out sections of the channel. For 
many years it had been transporting only slow freight and no longer 
warranted the expenses of repair and maintenance. Today large sections 
of it are still in existence in the Cuyahoga Valley between Cleveland 
and north Akron to serve as a pleasant reminder of the past. 
The Start of Modern Industry and Conunerce 
The Ohio Canal had a great influence on the early growth of commer-
cial and industrial life of the Cuyahoga Valley and of Cleveland . Hmveve:r; 
a more significant event for this valley which has been called "perhaps 
the greatest panorama of modern industry any-w-here in the world"l took 
place just over 100 years ago, on August 17, 1855 . It was at that time 
that the brig "Columbia" locked through the new Sault Ste . Marie canal 
connecting Lake Superior with Lake Huron, carrying the first inter-lake 
cargo of iron ore, 132 tons . 2 Since that date the number of barges and 
ships travelling the Great Lakes has steadily increased, and the lower 
Cuyahoga Valley has grown steadily as a result . 
Even before the opening of the Sault Ste. Marie locks to interlake 
shipping, the effects of the i r on ore discoveries in Michigan were in-
fluencing the industrial development of the Cuyahoga Valley. 
1 Bertha Wellman, Valley of Millions, The Clevelander, Cleveland 
Chamber of Commerce, September, 1953 . 
2 Cleveland News, June 2, 1955 . 
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Between 1851 and 1853 five iron foundries were established in Cleve-
land; in 1858 there were ten; by 1863 sixteen new ones were added , 
The Civil War created heavy demands for iron, which gave tremendous 
impetus to the industry, resulting, during the early 1 60 1s in the 
~rganization of more than fifty new companies to exploit the Mich-
~gan ore . 
And then 
the opening in 1855 of the fir st Soo Canal past St . Mary's Rapids 
started this great stream of ore down the lakes toward Cleveland . 
Within the little Forest Ci t y there became audible the murmur of 
furnaces and mills, which during subsequent years was to swell and 
swell until it would become the thunderous roar of a mighty industry . 
Modern Cleveland was evolving.2 
From that time on the growth of industry and commerce, first within 
the lower Cuyahoga Valley, then in Metropolitan Cleveland, and later in 
a large portion of northeast Ohio, has steadily i ncreased . In this re-
spect the Cuyahoga Valley might be likened to t he hub of a wheel, with 
the industries of cities such as Cleveland, Euclid, Akron, Ashtabula, 
and Lakewood, to mention a few, as its spokes. On t he rim of the wheel 
to the northwest lie the rich iron ore deposits, and to the south gr eat 
fields of coal . To the east existed some of the first great reservoirs 
of petroleum to be tapped for commercial use. To the west is the city of 
Chicago, the commercial center of the Middl e West, and the city that is 
the automotive capital of the United States, Detroit. Throughout the area 
are plentiful deposits of limestone and other r aw materials of industry . 
Thus the lower Cuyahoga Valley had an early development because of a s t r a-
tegic location to t he sources of raw materials and to the markets for 
finished products of the ar ea's industry. 
1 Cuyaho$a Miracle, op. cit; p.ll 
2 Ibid; p.l2 
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As the early industry eypanded within the lower Cuyahoga Valley, the 
commercial importance of the river increased, and the need for ~uroving 
the crooked waterway for navigation became evident. As early ns 1825 
Con~:ress had allocated money for imurovement of the ri.ver mouth .1 At that 
time the river emptied into the lake at a point west ~f whet is now the 
harbor entrance . The old river mouth was blocked by a sand bar only 3 or 
2 4 feet below the WC~ter surface . In 1827 .!1 new and more direct channel 
was opened at a point where the bend of the river carried it near to the 
lake shore, and soon the velocity of the water, channeled between tw-m 
piers, created a deep enough river bed for navigation. ~any other prob-
lems still remained however. 
In the early days [ the Cuyahoga River] was shallow and sluggish, 
but its current was clean and clear. Then came the sixties when 
practical use was made of the river. Abetted b~ the incoming ir~n 
and coal, the refuse of furnaces , factories , and tanneries ran into 
the stream and miYed with the oil that trickled over the banks . 
From that time the
3
river remained a contaminated strea~ with a mal-
odorous influence . 
For many years differing schemes v1ere promoted for straightening 
the Cuyahoga River ~d making it more accessible to navigation. As the 
valley port grew, and along with it the size of the ships travelling the 
Great Lakes, congestion in the lower river became intolerable and many 
industries that might other~nse have been attracted to the valley settled 
else\.ffiere . 4 It pas not until 1910 that systematic dredging of the river 
bottom began, and not until the late 1930's that anything of importance 
Rose; op . cit; P· 101. 
2 Ibid; p . 102 . 
3 Rose; op . cit; P • 6f'l. 
) ~ C. Langdon ';11i te; op. cit; p . 206. 
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was done to widen and straighten the river, although bet ween 1912 and 
1937 eight different plans were drawn up.1 
Today the Port of Cleveland consists of an outer harbor protected 
by an off-shore man-made breakwater running for 5 miles parallel to the 
lakefront, and an inner harbor consisting of 5.8 miles of the Cuyahoga 
River and the mile-long channel of the Old River, f ormerly the outlet to 
Lake Erie (see Figure 6) . Within this part of the Cuyahoga Valley, in 
an area of approximately 14~ square miles, there exist three large 
nationally important steel companies, receiving annually by lake shipping 
over 9, 000,000 gross tons of iron ore2, a large refinery and t ank storage 
facilities for eight major oil companies, sand and gravel dumps for a 
major portion of Cuyahoga County ' s building industry, paint and chemical 
companies with nationwide distribution, a flour mill, a sugar refining 
company, two cement companies, three fish companies, and a multitude of 
small and diversified industries and facilities. \'/ithin the valley of 
the inner harbor, and excluding the lakefront, there are thirty-two pub-
lie and private wharves, with an estimated annual capacity to handle 
33,722,500 short tons, as well as eighteen additional smaller marine 
terminal facilities.3 
Ibid. p.205. 
2 The Greater Cleveland Council for the Social Studies , Port of 
Cleveland, Ohio, The Reporter, Vol . 16 No.2, November, 1955; p. 2. 
3 James C. Buckley, Inc., Cleveland and the Seaway: A Guide Plan 
for vlaterfront Development and the Promotion of Port Commerce, a report 
prepared by James C. Buckley, Inc ., Terminal and Transportation Con-
sultants, New York, New York, for the City of Cleveland . June 14, 1955; 
p. 224. 
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The loHer Cuyahoga Valley was the nucleus for the early industrial 
• 
and commercial development of Cl eveland ~d , to a l~rge extent, all of 
northeast Chio . Today it is a central part of a trade area which within 
a 500-mile radius of Clevela..."'ld, uas estimated in 1954 to contain 54 . 5't 
of t he population of t he UnltPd States and Canada, 63 . 7% o.L American 
n·anufacturing plants, 67 .5~ of the nation ' s product value, and 74 .0% of 
1 f American payroll dollars. A continued growth o the industrial rr1ight 
of the Cleveland area is sh01.m by the lncreas"5.ng exr.ansion of the auto-
motive and aircraft parts industries . 
I Seaway to Accelerate Industrial Grow~h in Cleveland Area. Pre-
pared by the Cleveland Ct. amber of Commerce, December, ~ 95I.: Hirrleographed; 
p . 3. 
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III. CC}iHERCIAL A1'D U.l])USTRIAL DEVELOPHENT IN THZ V.A:..LE.'Y 
The theme of this study is the industrial and COT"1'1.ercial development 
of the loHer Cuyah0ga Valle;y , or that area of Cleveland known as the 
Flats, and not the ir.dustrial and commercial activity of the entire city 
of Cleveland. Such a geot;raphic division is highly artificial, houever, 
since the valley industries are an inherent part of the larger complex 
that is Cleveland. Industries once confined to the lm·rer Cuyahoga Valley 
have overfl01·md the valley escarpment and spread to ::mtlying districts . 
v!ith the possible exception of waterborne transport trade , comFerce in 
the valley is but a part of the larger com>nercial activity of the Greater 
Cleveland area. Despite this , the attempt has been ~ade to confine the 
analysis to activity ~rithin the valley. Consequently this paper should 
not be interpreted as representing Cleveland' s industrial and co~~ercial 
development, but only that of one part of Cleveland which, because of 
certain topofraphic features , has bee'1 studied as a unit . 
Servin~ the Indust~ of Cleveland 
The Cuyahoga River within the area of the Flats , and the narrow 
strips of lakefront land extending from the nouth of the river approxi-
mately one "'.ile ~rest and four miles east v.'hich are protected by an east 
and west breakwater, constitute the Port of Cleveland . The port is divi-
ded into an inner and outer harbor . The outer harbor is the lakefront 
area protected by breakwaters and given over almost entirelv to commerce . 
The inner har bor consists of two parts; the Cuyahoga River which mainly 
serves the industrial areas extending roughly to the Harvard Avenue Via-
duct, 1 . 5 miles above the present head of navigation, and the Old Rive~ 
the mile-long extension west of the pr esent mouth of the Cuyahoga Ri ver 
and which is its old channel. This area is used for receipt of bulk 
shipments of iron ore, coal, sand and gravel, and is also the location 
of some of the valley ship-yard facilities. 
The division between commerce in the outer harbor and industry in 
the inner harbor is both situational and intentional . For many years 
during Cleveland's early growth the lower river was the sole harbor, and 
industrial plants located here rather than on the lakefront since only 
within the protected valley could ships safely load and unload their car-
goes. By the time the outer harbor was developed in the latter part of 
the 19th century, the cost of city-owned lakefront land extending from 
the water to the high edge of the Allegheny Plateau just to the south was 
too expensive, as well as being too narrow, for industries needing large 
tracts of cheap land. It was also the intention of the City that t he 
outer harbor be designed for commerce and recreation, and it has been pre-
served for this purpose ever since. 
Within the inner harbor, along the banks of the Cuyahoga and the 
Old River, there are fifty oiers, wharves, and docks, which serve the 
industries of the valley and of Greater Cleveland. Nineteen additional 
docks are located along the east and west basins of the outer harbor . 
Many of the docks are oper ated in conjunction with industrial or transpor-
tation interests f or handling bulk commodities such as iron ore, coal, 
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limestone, and sand and gravel, which compromise approximately 75% of the 
tonnage accounted for at the port .1 Appendix A shows a listing of the 
piers , wharves, and docks, and their uses . The reference numbers used in 
Appendix A correspond with the reference numbers used in Figure 6, which 
shows the map locations of the piers, wharves, and docks of the inner and 
outer harbors. Figure 6 is located in the jacket at the end of this re-
port . 
Examination of Anoendix A and Figure 6 shows the general division be-
t\"'een industry and coDmerce in the inner and outer harbors . In the outer 
harbor, and just within the river mouth, are the five "Cublic warehouses 
operated for general carpo. Also in the outer harbor are mooring areas 
for recreational craft, moorin~ for the U.S . Army, the Coast Guard, and 
the Navy. The Pennsylvania Railroad maintains two docks in the outer 
harbor; one in the 2ast Basin for coal transfer from rail to vessel , and 
one in the West Basin for the receipt of iron ore from vessel to railroad 
train . 
Along the Old River ar e f acilities for the receipt of iron ore, steel 
and scrap metal, sand, limestone, and cement , and for t he receipt and 
shipment of fuel, as well as facilities for tie-up and storage of floating 
equipment for three construction companies . Also located on the Old River 
is the Boom Boiler and ':leldina Comoany, which performs renair of marine 
engi nes, boilers, ~achinery, tanks, and steel hulls above the water line . 
On the southern side of the Old River are extensive railroR.d storage yards 
of the Erie railroad , and on the northern side, an area known as Whiskey 
Island, are storage yards for the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York 
Central Railroad . 
1 - --· ·- ----------The Board of Engi~eers for Rivers and Harbors, on. cit; o.35 . 
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Just within the mouth of the Cuyahoga River, on the west side of 
which is the United States Coast Guard Station, are three of the five 
general cargo warehouses serving the Port of Cleveland . Proceeding south-
ward one passes through t he oldest parts of the Flats, where the streets 
are as complex and winding as the river itself. In this area are many 
reminders of Cleveland's early commercial and i ndustrial origins -- shi p 
chandlers, fish companies, marine supply companies, and small iron found-
ries . This is an area which ceased to be the dominant industrial or com-
mercial area as long ago as the 1880 1s, in part becaus e of the difficulty 
of access at that time down the vall ey scarp. Today many of t he remain-
ing old brick structures are used for storage of such items as waste 
paper, old rags , and metal scrap . As such, this area, which extends r oughly 
between the Old River on the West Side, and the Main Avenue High Level Via-
duct on the East Side, and running south to Columbus Road, is t hat part of 
the lower Cuyahoga Valley most suited to industrial and commercial redevel-
opment . Farther s outh along t he r i ver the l arger industries predominate . 
Starting just south of t he Columbus Road Bridge with t he l arge Republic 
Steel Corpor ation's Nut and Bolt Division, and continuing southward for 
the remaining 4.3 miles of the navigable river, a.r e the oil tanks of seven 
major oil companies and the refiner ies of t he St andard Oil Company of Ohio. 
Here are also ore docks and steel mills of the three major steel companies 
of the valley, and docks for the recei pt and storage of cement , sand, 
crushed stone, slag, gr avel, l imestone, sulphur, flaxseed, flour, and sugar. 
Within the area of the Flats are employed an estimated 30,000 people1, 
or aoproximately 5% of the labor force of 638,100 of t he Metropolitan 
Wellman, op. cit . 
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1 . 2 Cleveland area, produclng over $600,000,000 worth of goods per year. 
Of the 453 manufactured pr oducts classifications of the United States 
Census, metropolitan Cleveland produces 323.3 
Some 3,000 vessels come and go in the inner and outer harbors during 
the navigation season. An average of 20,000,000 tons of cargo have been 
handled annually between 1945 and 1955.4 
That the services offered by the industry and commerce of the l~~er 
Cuyahoga Valley are attracting new industries to all parts of the Cleve-
land area can be seen by several recent developments by well known cam-
panies . General Motors has plans underway for a huge new plant to be 
added to their present facilities on the outskirts of the city; to the 
south, Chrysler Motors is planning to build a large plant south of the 
city; and the Ford Motor Company has just completed a major expansion 
program in the area.5 Besides serving the market area of northeastern 
Ohio, these industries will in turn be served by the industry and commerce 
of the valley. 
Appendix B is a listing of industrial, commercial, and civic facili-
ties observed by the author when touring in the Flats . Not included are 
numerous cafeterias, gasoline stations, and small stores. 
l United States Census, 1950. 
2 Wellman, op. cit . 
3 The Greater Cleveland Council for the Social Studies, op. cit; p . 9. 
4 Ibid., p.l. 
5 Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, unpublished notes. 
The Iron and Steel Indust£1. 
The iron and steel mills make up the largest portion of the indus-
trial activity of the l~~er Cuyahoga Valley. They are operated mainly 
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by three major United States steel ~reducing companies : the Republic 
Steel Corporation, the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, and the Amer-
ican Steel and Wire Division of the United States Steel Corporation. In 
all these three companies employ approximately 20,800 workers in the 
Valley.1 Iron and steel and their pr oducts represented 28 . 7% of the total 
city of Cleveland's manufacturing dollar volume in 1950.2 
The Republic Steel Corporation with headquarters in Cleveland, is the 
largest of the three companies i n the valley, being represented in that 
area by three plants: the Bolt and Nut Division, which is the site of 
some of the earliest blast furnaces in the valley; the blast furnaces, 
open hearth furnaces, and blooming mill on the west and east sides of the 
Cuyahoga just above the Turning Basin, and the 98-inch strip mill at the 
head of navigation of the river. 
The Republic Steel Corporation was formed by the merger of several 
small steel companies in 1930, and by subsequent mer gers during the late 
1930's and 1940's. By 1945 Republic was one of the largest employers in 
metropolitan Cleveland, employing over 9,000 workers in the valley.3 
The Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation plant which, prior to a mer-
ger in 1942, was occupied in the valley by the Otis Steel Company, main-
tains a 72-inch strip mill and extensive blast and open furnaces on the 
1 Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 30, 1956. 
2 Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, unpublished notes . 
3 Rose, op. cit., p.882. 
west side of the river near the head of navigation . The two steel com-
panies, Republic and Jones and Laughlin, can turn out between them 
3,877,000 tons of ingots per year .1 The present expansion programs being 
undertaken by both corporations will add another 792,000 tons of annual 
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capacity to the 2, 572,000-ton present capacity of Republic's valley plants 
by 1957, and Jones and Laughlin will increase their annual capacity of 
1,305,000 tons by another 400,000 tons a year . 2 This will give the Valley 
a production capacity of well over 5,000, 000 tons a year . 
To the production of these companies may be added that of the Ameri-
can Steel and .{ire Division of the United States Steel Corporation, which 
produces pig iron in two blast furnaces here and also fabricates some 
steel products . 
Ore shipments into the Port of Cleveland totaled approximately 
13,460,000 tons in 1955, and limestone shipments during the same period 
totaled 2,000,000 tons .3 Most of the iron ore shipped into the Cuyahoga 
Valley still comes from the western ranges, but during the first t hree 
months of 1956, 200,000 tons of Labrador ore have been brought in through 
the St . Lawrence River by small Canadian vessels, such as the one shown 
in Figure 7. 4 The vessels that can today navigate the St . Lawrence water-
way have only one-fourth the carrying capacity of the larger Lake vessels. 
The amount of iron ore from Labrador ~all increase substantially when ac-
tivation of the St. Lawrence Seaway makes it possible for the larger ore 
boats to reach the Great Lakes. 
1 Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, unpublished notes. 
2 Ibid . 
3 Ibid. 
4 Guided excursion boat tour of the Cuyahoga River, May 11, 1956, and 
June 18, 1956 . 
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Figure 7. Smaller type Canadian ore ship delivering Labr ador 
iron ore t o the Republlc Steel Corporati ons West ~ide Dock . 
Steel-related Industries. 
The presence of the steel companies in the Cuyahoga Valley has 
brought many smaller companies to the area, either for ready access to 
the finis hed goods of the mills, or, as in the case of some of the chem-
ical industries, to utilize the waste products of steel production. An 
example of the latter is the Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation's Cleve-
land Plant. This plant, employing about eighty people and located adja-
cent to the Republic Steel Corporation on Independance Road, was built 
in 1936 as the result of a long-term contract between the two for the 
Reilly Corporation to purchase the by- product tars of Republic's coke 
ovens . These by- products, which constitute the bulk of the raw materials 
used by the Reilly Corporation, are shipped directly from Republic's coke 
ovens by pipeline to the storage tanks at the Reilly plant. Approximately 
20,000,000 gallons a year are received . From this raw material is pro-
duced a variety of substances: tars, pitches, and coal tar derivatives . 
Occasional shipments of raw materials from other sources are brought in: 
water-gas tar from Montreal by boat, crude pyridine by train from the Re-
public Steel Corporation's plants in Youngstown, Massillon, and Canton, 
Ohio, and crude coal t ar chemicals from Germany and Great Britain . These 
infrequent overseas imports, as well as the limit ed overseas exports of 
processed materials, have thus far been shipped through the Port of 
New York rather than through the Port of Cleveland. Exports and imports 
to and from Canada are loaded and unloaded at the Republic docks. 
The domestic market area of the Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation's 
Cleveland Plant is nationwide. Some of the produce is shipped to the 
other refineries that the Corporation operates in the States of I llinois, 
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Indiana, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia, for furt her re-
fining and distribution. Direct and regular distribution is made from 
the Cuyahoga Valley to customers as far west as Washington, as far south 
as Texas, and to the eastern seaboard. Regular shipments to Canada are 
also made. With gross sales increasing yearly since the establishment of 
the refinery, the Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation's Cleveland plant 
can expect to grow in direct proportion to the growth of the steel indus-
try in the Cuyahoga Valley.l 
A similar relationship to the one between the Republic Steel Corpor-
ation and the Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation is maintained between 
the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation and the Tar Distilling Company, 
Inc. The Tar Distilling Company is located adjacent to the northern 
boundary of the J ones and Laughlin steel mills. 
The Petroleum Industsr: 
The second largest industry of the Cuyahoga Valley is petroleum re-
fining. Unlike the steel and iron industry which owes its early develop-
ment in this area to excellent transportation routes and to the proximity 
to its basic raw materials , the petroleum industry of the valley was 
based on the oil discoveries in western Pennsylvania in the mid-nineteenth 
century, and on the ingenuity of a Cleveland citizen, John D. Rockefeller. 
Rockefeller entered the oil refinery business in 1861, and 1867 he and 
several partners began consolidating the thirty small oil refineries in 
and near Cleveland. In 1870 this venture was incorporated as the Standard 
Oil Company, with Cleveland as its headquarters. 2 The history of t his 
I Interview with Mr . Dana W. Barker, technical representative, The 
Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation, Cleveland Sales Office . June 28, 195& 
2 . Ralph Volney Harlow, The Growth of the Un1ted States , Volume II, 
revised edition. Henry Holt and Company, New York. 1948; p.339. 
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great company, its nationwide expansion and subsequent dissolution in 
1911 into 38 theoretically independent companies , is too well known to 
be chronicled here . 
Today the Standard Oil Company of Ohio (SOHIO) has five refineries, 
one of which is located in the lower Cuyahoga Valley. In this r espect 
it is an anomaly among the valley industries since it is not dependent 
upon water transport for either receiving its raw materials or for 
shipping out its finished produce. These functions are carried out almost 
exclusively by pipeline, except in the case of local distribution of pet-
roleum products . Although the refinery makes some use of water from the 
Cuyahoga River for industrial purposes, it is not dependent upon this 
source but utilizes the municipal water supply to a large extent . 
Crude petroleum is brought in my pipeline from the several oil pro-
ducing areas of the United States . At this time there are no imports of 
"l l overseas 01 • 
Although the Standard Oil Company of Ohio maintains the only petro-
leum refinery in the valley, seven other companies maintain tank farms . 
These are the Sun Oil Company, the Shell Oil Company, the Texas Oil Com-
pany, the Gulf Refining Company, Cities Service Oil Company, the Socony 
Vacuum Oil Company, and the Allied Oil Company . Receipt of the petroleum 
is by pi peline, tank car, and ship, and is chiefly for local consumption 
in northeast Ohio. 
Other Industries: 
Other industries in the lower Cuyahoga Valley are located there be-
cause of the convenient and cheap transportation and because of the large 
1 Interview with Mr. H. C. George, manager, Market Research Depart-
ment, The Standard Oil Company of Ohio. July 3, 1956. 
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market area served from this location. The lumber industry had early 
representation along the river front and at one time the valley had con-
siderable furniture manufacturing. With the denudation of the forests 
in the upper Great Lakes regions less and less lumber has been brought 
into the Port of Cleveland by lake carriers, and the industry in the 
Valley has declined . Sand and gravel are brought in by ship and barge 
for local use, much of the sand being sucked up from the bottom of Lake 
Erie out beyond the twelve-mile limit of the shoreline. The Sherwin-
Williams Paint Company's dockside silo, shown in Figure 8, receives flax-
seed for processing in their Linseed Oil Division. The Ford Motor Company 
maintains docks for the receipt of waterborne supplies for their plants 
in the southeast and southwest Cleveland area . Cement for local use is 
brought in to two riverside cement companies. 
The diversity of industry in the valley and the wide range of pro-
ducts shipped in and out t hrough the Cuyahoga River attest to the import-
ance of the lower Cuyahoga Valley area to the industry of Cleveland. 
Future development of the river, coupled with the opening of the St . Law-
rence Seaway, should enable the lower valley to continue as the hub of 
industrial Northeastern Ohio. 
A Port for the State of Ohio 
As the largest port city on Lake Erie, and the largest city in Ohio, 
Cleveland serves as a port for domestic and overseas trade for a large 
portion of the State of Ohio, as well as portions of Pennsylvania, West 
Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Indiana . Determinatio11 of 
this inland trade area served by the port was made by James C. Buckley, 
Inc., New York terminal and transportation consultants, who were asked 
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Figure 8. The dockside silo for the receipt of flax-
. seed of the Sherwm- Williams Company on the Cuyahoga 
River. 
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by the City of Cleveland to survey the needs for port development in light 
of anticipated shipping increases after the activation of the St. La\vrence 
Seaway in 1959. This report, QJ.eveland and the Seaway: A Guide Plan for 
Waterfront Development and the Promotion of Port Cornmerce,1 is referr ed to 
hereafter in this thesis as the Buckley Report . Computation of the inland 
trade area \vas based on the First Class railroad rates for export through 
Cleveland as compared with other Great Lakes, Gulf, and Atlantic ports. 
This area, favorable to the Port of Cleveland, is shown in Figure 9, con-
tained in the rear jacket of this report. 2 Figure 10, also based on a survey 
contained in the Buckley Report, shows the cities in Ohio in which actual 
shippers or receivers of overseas f reight through the Port of Cleveland were 
reported in 1954 by three steamship agents in Cleveland. 3 
Five major United States rail lines, three l ocal railways, and over 
350 pr ivate, conm1on, and contract motor carriers, serve the port facili-
ties of the Cuyahoga Valley.4 The port is also visited by 52 domestic 
steamship companies engaged in Great Lakes trade, and 17 Canadian compan-
ies.5 In 1953, 13 foreign-flag lines offered service f rom Cleveland to 
overseas ports and t he volume of overseas trade for t hat year 1yas 33, 292 
short tons. 6 Table 3 shows the increase in annual overseas imports and 
I Reference footnote 3, page 21. 
2 The Buckley Report, op. cit., p.l33. 
3 Ibid. 
4 The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, op. cit., p.l03. 
5 Ibid., p.83 and 84. 
6 The Buckley Report, op. cit., p.73. 
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exports at Cleveland during the period from 1946 to 1953.1 "During 1955 
fourteen foreign-flag lines had indicated their intention of providing 
direct Cleveland overseas service during the 1955 navigation sea.son. 112 
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Figure 11, adapted from data from the Buckley Report, shows the antici-
pated distribution of Cleveland overseas steamship service in 1955.3 
The bulk of these tonnages are general cargo, but with the activation of 
the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959, shipment of iron ore from Labrador, coal, 
wood pulp, and petroleum, will greatly increase the total tonnages. 
The first company to receive a customhouse brokerage license for im-
port and export in the Cuyahoga Valley was the A. W. Fenton Company, Inc., 
present day freight forwarders and customhouse brokers, in 1894. Accord-
ing to local legend "the first import to be handled by A. W. Fenton was a 
toupee from Germany for John D. Rockefeller. 114 
Today a fifth of the business done by the A. W. Fenton Company is 
in imports, while the remainder is exports either directlv through the 
Port of Cleveland or through the coastal ports . Imports through the 
coastal ports are sent in bond to Cleveland for customs inspection.5 
Among the variety of imports handled by this company are raw wool from 
Uruguay and Australia, reclaimed wool and wool \vaste from Canada and Eng-
land, wines and vermouth from France, Italy, Germany, Portugal , and Spain, 
Ibid. 
2 Cleveland Junior Chamber of Commerce, The Port of Cleveland Hand-
book, February, 1956. p.?. 
3 The Buckley Report, op. cit., p. l05 . 
4 David R. Buschmar, Clearing the Way for Importers, The Clevelander, 
January, 1953. 
5 Ibid. 
TABLE 3 1 
VOLUME OF CLEVELAND OVERSEAS TRADE 
Short Tons 
Index 
1946 = 
Year ImEorts Exports Total 100.0 
1946 976 3,164 4,140 100.0 
1947 976 7,732 8,708 210 .3 
1948 6,317 5,752 12,069 291.5 
1949 10, 018 8,046 18,064 436 .3 
1950 12,796 7,695 20,491 495.0 
1951 9,180 7,751 16,931 409.0 
1952 11,204 9,002 20,206 488.1 
1953 21,965 ll,327 33,292 804.2 
1 From Cleveland and the Seaway, A Guide Plan for Waterfront 
Development and the Promot1on of Port Commerce, by James c. Buckley, Inc. 
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beer from Germany and Holland, Irish and Scotch whiskeys, Greek brandy, 
Norwegian sardines, china from Japan, toys from Germany, flower bulbs 
from Holland, and religious art and materials from Italy. Exports are 
mainly machine parts, farm equipment, earth moving equipment, steel alloy~ 
and other manufactured materials.1 
The extent and variety of overseas exports and imports through the 
Cuyahoga Valley and Cleveland lakefront for the calendar year 1954 are 
listed in Appendix C, compiled from data provided by the Corps of Engin-
2 
eers, Department of the Army. 
At the present time no United States steamship lines are operating 
overseas service between Cleveland and the foreign ports , since the Fed-
eral Maritime Board does not designate the Great Lakes as an essential 
trade route and consequently t he United States ships cannot receive the 
operational differential subsidy that would enable them to compete with 
foreign lines. This disadvantage is e~cted to be made up before the 
opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959.3 
Proof of the faith of many in the development of Cleveland as a port 
for the State of Ohio was evidenced recently by the announcement of the 
Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. of t he opening of an office in Cleveland. In 
an interview published in the Cleveland Plain Dealer a representative of 
the company said: 
••• the diversification of Cleveland industry and t he outlook 
for the city's gr owth convinced us that Cleveland is a logical 
choice for our headquarters in this region.4 
Ibid. 
2 Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army. Mimeographed sheets . 
3 The Buckley Report, op. cit., p .2 . 
4 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 21, 1956. 
Port and War ehouse Facilities 
The facilities for loading and unloading ships along the lower Cuya-
hoga River, the Old River, and the lakefront docks, and the warehouse and 
storage facilities for both general cargo and bulk goods, as well as the 
facilities for the repair and maintenance of marine equipment and the 
servicing of ships, are more than adequate to meet the present needs of 
the port . Some controversy exists as to the future needs after the act-
ivation of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959, and this will be discussed 
in a later section of this paper . In general the current attitude of 
the Chamber of Commerce seems to be one of "wait and see".1 
The following paragraphs are based mainly on information published 
by the Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, in The Port of Cleve-
land, Ohio, 2 and describe some of the f acilities used for handling the 
more important commodities and some of the services available . The ref-
erence numbers used are keyed to those used in Appendix A and Figure 6 
which is contained in the jacket at the end of this reoort . 
Ore Handling: 
There are seven docks equipped to unload iron ore. One of these, 
the Pennsylvania Railroad Ore Dock No. 11 (map ref. No . 19) is located 
on the lakefront in the West Basin and has a capacity for unloading a 
maximum of 2,000 tons per hour, using four electric ore unloaders. A 
ground storage area has a capacity for 1,000,000 tons of ore. The Erie 
Railroad Ore Dock (map ref. No. 27) shown in Figure 12, has no ground 
storage area but is capable of unloading ore from ship to railway car by 
1 Andrew H. Brown, A Realistic Approach to Port Prospects, The Cleve-
lander, June, 1954, and The Clevelander, August, 1955. 
2 The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, op. cit., pp. 35-40. 
-------------
--------------- --- ---
Figure 12. The Erie Railroad Ore Dock on the Old River 
Fi6ure 13. Republic Steel Corporation ' s East Side Dock on 
the Cuyahoga River . 
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three electric ore unloaders with a recently increased total capacity of 
1 2,450 tons per hour. The remaining ore docks are all along the upper 
2.3 miles of the navigable portion of the river. The American Steel and 
Wire Company (map ref. no. 57) is equipped with four electric straight-
line cranes unloading at a rate of 100 tons an hour each, and two elec-
tric ore unloaders with capacities of 350 tons per hour each. Further 
upstream the Republic Steel Corporation's East Side Dock (map ref. no. 66) 
shown in Figure 13, has five steam locomotive cranes for unloading lime-
stone or scrap iron, or for loading pig iron and steel products. Directly 
opposite, the West Side Dock (map ref. no. 65) has three electric unload-
ers with a total hourly capacity of 1,000 tons, and two electric unloading 
bridges, each of which can handle 700 tons per hour. The Jones and Laugh-
lin Steel Corporation Ore Dock (map. ref. no. 67), located on the west 
side of the river, is equipped with two ancient steam straight-line cranes, 
each with a capacity of 300 tons per hour, one modern 17-ton electric ore 
unloading bridge; and one electric bridge storage crane. The latter is 
the largest and most modern in the valley, with a capacity of 900 tons 
per hour. At the upper limit of navigation is a third dock operated by 
the Republic Steel Corporation (map. ref. no. 69). This dock is equipped 
with two electric ore unloaders having a capacity between them of 1,000 
tons per hour, and one electric bridge storage crane with a capacity of 
700 tons per hour. 
Stone Handling: 
With the exception of the Pennsylvania Railroad Dock No. 11 (map. 
ref. no. 19) and the Erie Railroad Ore Dock (map. r ef. no. 27) all the 
1 Julian Griffin, On the Rails , The Clevelander, September, 1953. 
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docks handling iron ore also unload limestone. Limestone and crushed 
stone are also unloaded by the Cleveland Stevedore Company at their dock 
on the west bank of the river entrance (map ref. no. 15), by the National 
Terminals Corporation (map ref. no. 30) at the entrance to the Old River, 
by the Cleveland Bui lders Supply Company at their Dock No . 4 on the Cuya-
hoga River (map ref. no. 45) and Dock No. 5 in the East Basin (map ref. 
no. 5), by the Breckling Coal and Supply Company (map ref. no. 50) on the 
Cuyahoga, the Clifton Concrete and Supply Company (map ref . no. 58) on 
the Cuyahoga, and the Ford Motor Company (map ref. no. 51A) which is 
shown in Figure 14. 
Coal Handling and Coal Bunkering: 
Coal handling and coal bunkering operations are car ried on at the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Dock NoA 24 operated by the Pittsburgh Coal Com-
pany of Ohio and located in the East Basin (map ref. no. 14). A steam 
operated car dumper capable of handling 30 gondola cars, or approximately 
1800 tons per hour is used to transfer the coal to the ships. In addition 
there is a storage yard capable of handling approximately 500 railroad 
cars. The Brown Fuel Company's Old River Dock (map ref. no . 28) supplies 
the needs of the towboats, small vessels, and contractors' floating equip-
ment . Loading is by gravity through chutes from a 50-ton hopper on the 
dock, and vessels can be bunkered at a rate of 100 tons an hour. 
Coal and coke for the large steel mills and other industries of the 
valley are shipped by rail from the inland sources directly to the con-
sumer. 
Oil Handling and Oil Bunkering: 
Of the eight oil companies operating waterfront terminals at the 
----------------
Figure 14. The Ford Motor Company Dock for receipt of sand 
on the west bank of the Cuyahoga River. 
Figure 15. 'l'exas Oil Company Dock on the west siae of the 
Cuyahoga River. 
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Port of Cleveland, seven are located in the last two miles of the navi-
gable portion of the Cuyahoga River. These are the Cities Service Oil 
Company (map ref. no. 63) , the Gulf Refining Company (map ref. no. 59), 
the Shell Oil Company (map ref. no. 55), the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 
(map ref. no. 58), the Standard Oil Company of Ohio (map ref. no. 62) , 
the Sun Oil Company (map ref. no. 68) , and the Texas Oil Company (map 
ref. no. 56). Figure 15 shows the riverside dock of the Texas Company. 
The eighth company, the Allied Oil Company (map ref. no. 23), is located 
on the Old River and is the only facility at the port used for oil bunk-
ering. It has 14 storage tanks with a total capacity of 368,738 barrels 
of oil. 
General Cargo: 
Several companies are engaged in handl ing general cargo. The Cleve-
land Stevedore Company operates four docks and warehouses; one in the 
East Basin and not currently used for waterborne commerce but only for 
general merchandise warehousing (map ref. no. 15), one at the mouth of 
the river (map ref. no. 16) with a capacity for handling approximately 
30,000 tons of general cargo annually, one in the Old River (map ref. 
no. 21) for the receipt of stee~ scrap metal, and bulk cargo, and one on 
the Cuyahoga River just south of the Main Avenue Viaduct for receipt and 
shipment of both foreign and domestic general cargo (map ref. no. 34) . 
North of the Main Avenue Viaduct on the Cuyahoga River's west bank is 
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the National Terminals Corporation (map ref. no. 31) regularly used by 
the Swedish-American Lines for the receipt and shipment of overseas goods . 
In the East Basin, at the foot of East 9th Street, are two piers owned 
by the City of Cleveland but leased t o the Lederer Terminal Company 
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(map r ef . nos . 10 and 11) . These two warehouses have track facilities on 
the piers to serve twenty-two railway freight cars, and twenty-five 
trucks can be accommodated at one time . The Nicholson Cleveland Terminal 
Company Dock (map ref. no. 1), also in the East Basin, receives newsprint 
paper and automobiles and trucks, storing the paper in an adjacent ware-
house and the vehicles in adjacent lots. Approximately 1,756 trucks and 
passenger cars can be accommodated at one time . 
With the exception of the Nicholson Cleveland Terminal Company, all 
the general cargo docks are connected to the railways . 
Miscellaneous: 
Dockage is provided at the International Flour :f.lills Comp3. ny (map 
ref. no. 41) for t he unloading of grain for storage in its private grain 
elevator. The Sherwin-Williams Company Dock (map ref. no. 53) has a ca-
pacity for unloading flaxseed for the Company's linseed oil mill at a 
rate of 5,000 bushels per hour . Both the Huron Cement Company (map ref. 
no. 44) on the Cuyahoga River, and the Lehigh Portland Cement Company on 
the Old River (map r ef . no. 29) maintain waterside facilities for the re-
ceipt and storage of Portland cement. 
Other facilities available for the smaller industries and companies 
using the Port of Cleveland are three wharves for the handling of fish, 
one for receiving sulphur, and four for receiving sand and gravel. Bases 
are also maintained for floating equipment by one towboat company, the 
Great Lakes Towing Company (map ref. no 38), four marine supply companies, 
eight yacht clubs and marine repair plants, three marine contractors, the 
United States Coast Guard, the United States Navy, the United States A~ 
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(Corps of Engineers), and bv the Citv of Cleveland for two fireboats on 
the river. 
In general the port and warehouse facilities reflect the commercial 
and industrial distribution within the valley . Along the lakefront and 
at the mouth of the river are the docks and storage areas for general 
cargo and iron ore for inland rail shioment . Along the Old River are 
facilities for marine repair and servicing, while the facilities of the 
upper part of the navigable river are given over mainly to the receipt 
of bulk cargo for the three big steel plants , and the other heavy indus-
tries of the vallev. 
The Problems of Harbor Maintenance 
The maintenance and imorovement of the ?ort of Cleveland is primarily 
the responsibilit y of the Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers . 
Private and civic grouos interested in the development and use of the 
outer harbor and the navigable river which makes up the inner harbor , must 
work i n coooerat ion with the Corps of Engineers , Buffalo District . Its 
office is located in a lakefront building at the foot of East 9th Street 
(map ref. no . 8) . 
Other United States Government agencies maintaining facilities to 
s erve the Port of Cleveland are the Immigration Service , the Public Bealth 
Service, the Customs Service of the Treasurv, the Navv Hvdrographic Office, 
and the United States Coast Guard . One lifeboat st~tion and three storm 
warning display stations are maint ained within Cleveland Harbor bv the 
Coast Guard . The Coast Guard Station (map ref . no . 17), erected in 1940 on 
filled-in land, is located at the west side of the mouth of the Cuyahoga 
River . In addition to these Federal facilities, the City of Cleveland 
Fire Department maintains two fire boat stations (map ref. nos . 49 and 49A) . 
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The problems presented by the inner harbor of the Cuyahoga River and 
the Old River are extensive. The river is narrow and tortuous , offering 
great challenges to navigation. Siltation has made it necessary to main-
tain continuous dredging operations . Industrial waste from the steel 
mills, chemical companies, and the sewerage system of the Flats, has made 
the stream highly contaminated and malodorous . A network of bridges, 
twenty- two on the Cuyahoga River and two on the Old River slows down river 
navigation, and in same cases prohibits larger vessels from navigating 
upstream. 
Although money was first appropriated by an Act of Congress in 1S25 
for harbor improvements at Cleveland, it has not been until recent years 
that any important program has been undertaken to improve navigation 
within the Cuyahoga River. Early improvements were confined to the river's 
mouth where a new outlet channel had to be constructed. By an Act of Con-
gress of 1S75 money was allocated for the building of the two breakwaters 
to form the outer harbor (see Figure 5) .1 It was not until 1936 that the 
long needed improvements planned for the Cuyahoga River were seriously 
undertaken by the City of Cleveland and the Federal Government. Based on 
an estimate by the Corps of Engineers, the 1936 plan called for the ex-
2 
penditure of $12, 7Sl, 417 . The following year a pr ogr am was started 
which included widening, straightening, and deepening of the river channel, 
replactment and repair of bridges, and extension of the navigable channel. 
Two other projects, one inaugurated in 1949, and the other in 1954, have 
been started. Their current status is shown i n Appendix D. 
1 Rose; op . cit., p.401 . 
2 Ibid . p. 930 . 
Dredging and Siltation: 
At the upper limit of the navigable Cuyahoga River, 5.8 miles from 
its mouth following the river's path, and just south of the New York, 
Chicago, and St. Louis Railroad Bridge, the river becomes in essence a 
creek, with a depth of from three to four feet . It is at this area that 
the heavy loads of silt carried down from the upper river and its tribu-
taries cascade down into the channel (presently dredged to a depth of 
twenty-three and one half feet)with a velocity that often causes them to 
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"snowball" and be carried far down into the river. Because of this heavy 
siltation in the inner harbor, and spreading even to the outer harbor, 
and because of erosion of t hose portions of the industrial river bank not 
yet contained by pilings , there is a constant need for dredging. This 
operation takes place twenty-four hours a day, six days a week, during 
the navigable season, in both the inner and outer harbors. The sludge, 
picked up by huge steam buckets, is deposited in barges which then dump 
it nine miles out into Lake Erie (see Figure 16).1 
Because the river has been dredged below the base level of deposi-
tion, the largest amounts of sediment are dropped at the head of navi-
gation, although considerable amounts are also dropped below this . In 
the spring the river depth in some places is only eight feet, even though 
it was dredged the previous year to twenty-three and one half feet. Al-
though a large quantity of industrial ~aste and untreated sewerage is 
dumped into the river, the amount is relatively small in comparison to 
the silt. 2 
I Some of the sludge has been used for fill in the newly developed 
land area adjacent to the Lakefront Airport, east of E. 9th Street. 
2 John F. Simpson, Sedimentation in the Cuyahoga River, unpublished 
typewritten reports, Refer ence Division, Cleveland Public Library . B pages ; 
January, 1950. 
--------------
------
Figure 16. Dredge depositine sludge from the Cuyahoga 
River into a barge, by the Shell Oil Company Dock. 
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The problem of siltation is becrnning more acute . From October 1950 
until September 1951 the sedLment deposited in the inner harbor of the 
Cuyahoga River totaled 260,403 tons, but in t he same period, one year 
later, the amount had increased by 10,000 tons .1 Besides constant dredg-
ing, the cost of which is about seventy cents per cubic yard2, a program 
has been undertaken in the last two years by the Cleveland Farmers Club 
Conservation Committee to combat soil erosion in the Cuyahoga watershed . 
This covers an area of about 810 square miles . Under this program the 
Cleveland Farmers Club offers any landowner within the Cuyahoga watershed 
owning more than one acre of land subject to erosion, or which is lying 
idle as waste land, a supply of free tree saplings and the cooperation of 
the Boy Scouts of America i n planting them. The landowner, on his part , 
must guarantee to allow a minimum of 500 trees per acre to be planted.3 
As of the 1st of January, 1956, orders for trees have totaled over 100,000 
in Cuyahoga, Summit, Geauga, and Portage Counties, the areas included, in 
part or in full, in the watershed . 4 It is hoped that the goal of 300,000 
trees tobe planted will be exceeded . 
Other programs underway within the Cuyahoga watershed are designed 
to stabilize the river banks in the portion of the Cuyahoga River between 
Akron and Lake Erie, as well as the banks of the swift-flowing sections 
of the tributaries. Also planned are the development of more farm ponds, 
I Charles M. White, Will Water Shortages Flash the Stop Sign on In-
dustry, The Clevelander, January, 1954. 
2 Simpson, op. cit . 
3 The Clevelander, Change in Tree Program Will Help More Pl anters, 
February, 1956. 
4 Ibid. 
small lakes, and reservoirs i n the upper reaches of the Cuyahoga Valley 
to capture and control flood waters and to help build ground water sup-
plies of usable water for the growing municipal and industrial needs of 
1 
that area . 
River Widening: 
The Cuyahoga River and the Old River have an average width of 200 
2 feet • This could be considered adequate to handle the Great Lakes ves-
sels visiting the inner harbor if the river were moderately straight, 
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such as the harbor of the Maumee River at Toledo (see Figure 1) . However, 
when consideration is given to the many sharp bends found in the Cuyahoga 
River, the need for river widening becomes obvious . Not only do the many 
bends and the limited width make navigation extremely difficult, but the 
need for the ships to have the full swing of the river to negoti ate curves 
deprives the port of many valuable sites for riverside dockage . Failure 
to widen the river and ease the curves prior to the late 1930 1 s cost the 
Cuyahoga Valley much in terms of time lost in delivering ore and other 
commodities to the industries along the river . In all probability this 
discouraged some prospective industries from settling in the valley • 
••• bulk freighters required about five hours to travel from the 
Cuyahoga ' s mouth to the upper steel plants, a distance of about 
five miles . Moreover, the boats had to be towed, both loaded and 
light and in the latter case stern first . Those bound upstream 
required two tugs . Vessels were prohibited from using their o~ 
propellers because they stirred up mud and encouraged shoaling . 
lfhe Clevelander, July, 1954. 
2The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, op. cit . , p .3 . 
3c . Langdon White; op . cit . , p. 202 . 
Large boats (those exceeding 480 feet in length) were unable 
to navigate the Cuyahoga up to the steel plants. A vessel of 
10, 000 tons dragged on the bottom. Had this situation continued, 
Cleveland mills would have been so handicapped by high cost ore 
delivery that they would either have had to migrate or cater 
exclusively to the local market . The large carriers are much 
more economical to operate than the small ones . For instance, 
there is a saving of at least six cents per ton when ore is shipped 
in a vessel 600 feet long having a capacity of 12,000 tons rather 
than in one 400 feet long having a capacity of 6,000 tons . To this 
saving must be added about two cents t o cover the added cost of un-
loading the sm~ller boat . As early as 1913 only 55 per cent of the 
l ake carriers could be towed around the abrupt bends and through 
the narrow channel of t he l011er river; by 1924 this percentage had 
been reduced to 32 and in 1938 it was even lower. Fewer small 
boats are thus available now than in the past , and the time was not 
far away, had it not been for the r ecent improvements in the river, 
when the number of vessels small enough to navigate the Cuyahoga 
would have been restricted as to make difficult the matter of sup-
plying the iron and steel mills without a substantial extra charge.l 
Since 1939 considerable improvement i n the Cuyahoga River has taken 
place . Cutting back nine of the worst bends, as shown in Figure 17, and 
the widening of the channel at critical points , has eased, but not made 
easy, navigation of the river . Although most large vessels still use 
tugboats to navigate up and down the river, even the largest boats are 
capable, if necessary, of maneuvering by themselves . This has been illus-
trated during the 1956 navigation season when the Great Lakes Towing Com-
pany, owner and operator of the tugboats serving the river, has been 
strike-bound. 
The largest cut made on the Cuyahoga River has been Number 5 at 
Collision Bend, formerly the most hazardous point of navigation . Four 
1 Ibid., p . 206 . 
2 Ibid. , p . l98 . 
acres of land were removed to improve this one bend of the river .1 At a 
point 4 . S miles up from the river mouth a turning basin was made which 
can accommodate the largest freighters on the Great Lakes . 
Today Cleveland's river widening program continues, given new impetus 
by the expected increase in traffic at the port after the opening of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway. 
The Problem of Too Many Bridges: 
Another great obstruction to easy navigation on the Cuyahoga and 
the Old River has been the twenty- four bridges that are encountered (see 
Figure 6) . Twenty-two of these lie bet ween the mouth of the river and 
the head of navigation, and two lie in the Old River . A description of 
these bridges, and their distance from the river mouth, is shown in 
2 Table 4. Figures 18 and 19 illustrate some of the bridges which are en-
countered in navigating the Cuyahoga River . 
Five of the total number of bridges are high level viaducts which 
span the Cuyahoga Valley from side to side. The r emaining nineteen 
bridges cross the river at the level of the Flats ·and consequently must 
be raised or ffivung t o allow passage of all but the smallest of vessels. 
Although by Federal law river vessels have the right of way over most 
types of traffic using these bridges , it is inevitable that certain delays 
are encountered in waiting for the passageway to be clear ed . Such delays 
can become costly to navi gati on when they mount up. 11Most objectionable 
in delaying river traffic are the r ailroad bridges since they interlock 
Ibid . p . 207 . 
2 The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, op . cit; p.9 . 
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Miles 
above 
mouth 
0.29 
0. 54 
0.83 
0.94 
0.98 
1.46 
1.51 
1.84 
2.02 
2.04 
2. 54 
2.84 
2.88 
3.05 
3.42 
4.09 
4.27 
4.47 
4 . 51 
5.18 
5.20 
5.23 
0.44 
0. 57 
TABLE 4 
BRIOOES ON THE CUYAHOOA RIVER WD OLD RIVERa 
Name or location 
Cuyahoga River 
New York Central R.R. 
Main Avenue 
Baltimore and Ohio R.R. 
Center Street 
Detroit-superior Avenues . 
Cleveland Union Terminal 
Columbus Road 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago 
and St. Louis Ry . 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago 
and St. Louis Ry . 
Carter Road 
Eagle Avenue 
Lorain-Carnegie Avenues 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago 
and St . Louis Ry . 
New York, Chicago, and St.Louis 
R.R. 
West Third Street 
Erie R.R . 
Jefferson Avenue 
Newburgh and South Shcr e Ry. 
Baltimore and Ohio R.R. 
River Terminal R.R. 
Clark Avenue 
T.1beeling and Lake Erie Ry. 
Old River 
Baltimore and Ohio R.R . 
\iillow Avenue 
Kind 
Swing 
High level 
Lift 
Swing 
High level 
High l evel 
Vertical-lift 
Lift 
Lift 
Vertical-lift 
Vertical-lift 
High level 
Lift 
Lift 
Vertical-lift 
Lift 
Lift 
Lift 
Lift 
Lift 
Hi gh Level 
Swing 
Lift 
Swing 
Pur pose 
for which 
used 
Railway 
High~>1ay 
Railway 
Highway 
Highway 
Railway 
Highway 
Railway 
Railway 
Highway 
Highway 
Highway 
Railway 
Railway 
Hi~hway 
Railway 
Highway 
Railway 
Railway 
Rai lway 
Highway 
Railway 
Railway 
Highway 
a Taken from The Port of Cleveland, Ohio, Lake Series No . 3, (Revised 
1950) . Prepared by the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, 
Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army. United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. , 1951. 
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Figure 18. Lookin& north on the Cuyahoga River towards the river 
mouth. In the foreground is the Main Avenue Viaduct . 
Figure 19 . Ore ship passing under the Lorain- Carnegie High 
Level Bridge. 
~9 
with adjoining track and often remain closed when they should be r aised 
1 promptl y . 11 In one instance, in 1938, one bridge caused the river to be 
closed for twenty-four hours, delaying the delivery of 30,000 tons of 
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2 
ore and costing one ore dock at least $15,000 in extra handling charges. 
Since 1938 the worst of the offending bridges have gradually been 
replaced with modern high level structures or vertical-lift bridges 
through the joint cooperation of the City of Cleveland, the Federal Gov-
ernment, and the railroads . Between 1938 and 1953 the City has spent 
$6,500,000 on harbor improvements, while the Federal Government has spent 
$19,300,000 and the railways $4,100,000 .3 For the fiscal year 1956 the 
United States Congress voted $5, 300,000 to continue construction work on 
four new bridges .4 Two of these were put into operation by the fall of 
1955 and the remaining two, one of which is at the r iver mouth and the 
other 0 . 83 miles above the mouth, are scheduled for completion by the 
5 
fall of 1956 . Completion of these two bridges will enable vessels of 
600 feet to reach the head of navigation. 
On the Old River are two bridges which interfere with the Old River 
docks being used to their fullest extent. One is a railroad bridge and 
one a highway bridge, and they are the only connections between Whiskey 
iG. Langdon White , op. cit; p.202 . 
2 D. B. Gillies, The River -- A Problem and An Asset , The Clevelander, 
February, 1938. 
3n.B. Gillies, This is vfuere We Stand On Our River Program, The Cleve-
lander, August, 1953 . 
4rhe Clevelander, $5 ,300,000 Now Available for Bridge Work in 1956, 
August, 1955. 
5The Clevelander, Another New Bridge is Put Into Operation, November, 
1955. 
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Island and the mainland . Replacement of these two bridges by larger 
structures, as call ed for in the 1949 Program, will be necessary before 
the larger of the lake freighters can have free and easy access to the 
Old River channel. 
Water Needs and River Polution: 
Besided the need for cheap water transport of heavy bulk materials , 
many industries, such as steel, locate near rivers or lakes because of 
the need for plentiful and cheao water for industrial usage . For instanc~ 
it was r eported by Mr. Charles M. White, President of the Republic Steel 
Corporation, that 65,000 gallons of water are required to produce one ton 
of steel, 160 gallons of water for each pound of aluminum , and 15,000 
1 
gallons of water for an automobile . An industrial pumpage survey con-
ducted by the Ohio Division of Water in 1950 showed that industrial pump-
2 
age from the Cuyahoga River averaged 570,000, 000 gallons a day . Most of 
the water is used for cooling and is returned to the river after use. 
While the water supply for industrial use in the lower Cuyahoga Valley is 
pl entiful, the quality is poor. It is polluted, and, due to its repeated 
use for cooling, it attains high temperatures . 
The pr oblem of pollution in the Cuyahoga River is one of long stand-
ing. In 1881 the City health authorities protested against the discharge 
of 25 sewers and the wastes of a growing number of factories and oil re-
fineries into the river, and the Mayor of Cleveland at that time referred 
to the Cuyahoga River as "an open sewer through the center of the city • 1.3 
1Charles M. vfuite, Will Water Shortages Flash The Stop Sign On Indus-
.i!.z? The Clevelander, January, 1954. 
2winslow, White, and Webber, op. cit ., p. lO . 
3Rose, op , cit . , p.447 . 
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It is estimated today that 431 different types of chemicals and alkalines 
l 
are deposited into the river as wastage . Industrial wastes discolor the 
water and produce an oil slick on the surface in addition to the insol-
uble materials which accumulate on the bottom. The presence of large 
amounts of oil scum around the river's banks has caused the City to for-
bid the use of wooden pilings. Waste materials dumped by the steel mills 
give the river a murky yellow look . When a steel strike closed the mills 
in 1949 the water became noticeably clearer in a short time. 2 
In recent years the City, State, and Federal Governments , in cooper-
ation with the private industries of the Cuyahoga Valley, have spent a 
great deal of effort and money to reduce the pollution in the river. 
This has met with some success, and in a few cases t he water is now being 
returned to the river cleaner than when it was pumped out for industrial 
3 
use . The three major steel companies, the Republic Steel Corporation, 
the J ones and Laughlin Steel Corporation, . and the American Steel and Wire 
Division of the United States Steel Corporation, and five other metallur-
gical firms, are co-sponsoring a $400,000 demonstration olant for ending 
stream pollut ion from sulphuric acid wastes . At the Harshaw Chemical 
Company an interceptor sewer is being constructed through the middle of 
the plant to ai d Harshaw and other valley i ndustries in carrying indus-
trial waste to a sewerage disposal plant for treatment . Not in the 
Flats , but on the Cuyahoga River's tributary Big Creek, the Industrial 
---rGuided t our on t he Cuyahoga 
2 
Simpson, op. cit. 
3The Clevelander, Cooperative Action Helps Reduce Stream Pollution, 
January, 1956 . 
Rayon Corporation has solved its waste di soosal problem by a r egulated 
flow of neutralizing substances .1 The Standard Oil Company of Ohio has 
spent over $1,000, 000 in catching and treating its waste materials . 
Experiments with chemicals which would eradicate the oil slick from the 
2 
river itself have proved too expensive to be practical . 
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Today the largest offenders in depositing oil wastes i nto the Cuya-
hoga River are the many small garages and service stations which have 
been guilty of flushing crank case oil and other wastes into the sewer 
systems that empty into the river. Efforts by the Cleveland Fire Depart-
ment to ferret out these offenders have reduced the oil slick on t he 
river in the last few years. In addition, the City Fire Department now 
makes daily inspections of the river and, if necessary, flushes out by 
hose any oil slicks t hat have developed around pilings or ship hulls . 
This practice became necessary after several flash fires had occurred on 
the river.3 
Further reduction in river pollution is hoped for by 1958 when the 
lower level interceptor sewers for industrial waste are to be comuleted. 
Until this time no outlet other than the Cuyahoga River will be avail-
able to the valley industries for waste disposal . Disposal of sanitary 
sewerage into the river has now been eliminated with the exception of 
the large Terminal Tower Buildings just east of the Detroit-Superior 
High Level Bridge .4 
Ibid . 
2
rnterview with Mr . Oliver Reynolds. 
3Ibid. 
4
rbid . 
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The Problem of Smoke in the Industrial Valley 
A problem as serious as water pollution is posed by smoke nuisance 
and damage . Cleveland is fortunate in that the number of days of heavy 
fog over an average of 68 years is only 5 annually, so that conditions 
for the development of smog, which plagues so many i ndustrial areas , 
seldom occur. Winds off the lake also enter into the valley and help to 
dissipate smoke concentrations. Despite this, constant effort has to be 
maintained by the City Division of Smoke and Fume Control to combat in-
dustrial smoke and fume contamination. 
A recent survey by the Osborne Engineering Company has shown that 
steam and gases from the Harshaw Chemical Company 11had been fogginp, and 
eating the paint off11 the Clark Avenue Bridge •1 Further damage to the 
bridge was estimated to have been done by fumes from the wet quenching 
of slag billows at the steel mills . As a result of this investigation 
the Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation has agreed to move the coke 
quencher to a new locat i on, and the Republic Steel Corporation is plann-
ing to rebuild 208 of its coke ovens to include fume recovery facili-
ties . 2 Since Wor ld War II the railroads within the valley have converted 
largely from steam to electric or diesel locomotives, thus helping to re-
duce smoke in t he area . On the Cuyahoga River the tugboat fleet of the 
Great Lakes Towing Company has been completely converted from steam to 
diesel power. 
1 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 21, 1956 . 
2 Interview with Mr. J. W. Vanden Bosch, Cleveland Chamber of 
Commerce, June 12, 1956. 
Railroads Serve the Valley 
The Port of Cleveland and the i ndustries of the lov1er Cuyahoga 
Valley are served by five railroads: the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 
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the New York Centra.l Railroad, the New York, Chicago, and St . Louis Rail-
road (the Nickel Plate), the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Erie Railroad. 
In addition to these there are t v10 terminal lines, t he Cuvahoga Valley 
Railway and the River Terminal Railway , which, together with one belt 
line, the Newbur gh and South Shor e Raih1ay, handle frei c:ht only. All of 
these lines , either directly or through interchange agreements with the 
other lines, reach the major public and private industrial docks and 
wharves along the lakefront and the Cuyahoga River, save for the Nichol-
son Cleveland rerminal Company Dock in the East Basin . The railroads 
enter the i ndustrial valley directly at six ar eas , as well as from the 
east and v1est along the narrmv lakefront pl ain . The Cleveland Union 
Terminal High Level Railway Bridge spans the valley . 
The r ailroads serving t he Cuyahoga Valley and the lakefront harbor 
own nineteen of the sixty-nine docks, wharves and piers listed in Appen-
dix A, but all but three of these are leased by the railroads to managing 
companies . The t hree operated by the railroads are the Pennsylvania Ore 
Dock No. 11 in the West Basin, the Erie Railroad Ore Dock i n the Old 
River, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Columbus Road Dock on the Cuya-
hoga River . The l atter is for the receipt of bulk frei ght . Large quanti-
ties of ore and other bulk goods are dischar~ed from vessels to r~il 
freight cars at the major steel plant docks ;nd other industrial docks 
in t t e river, both far use by these industries and for shipment inland 
by rai l. "The area of distr ibution is extensive, embracing steel mills , 
foundries , and paint and pigment manufacturers in t he states of Kentucky , 
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Maryland, New Jersey, NeY.r York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and i1est Virginia . "l 
Other major commodities shipped by r ail from the Cuyahoga Valley 
and l akefront docks include automobiles, natural and Portland cement, 
grain, gr ain products, iron and steel, pi g iron, manganese ore and con-
centrat es, sulphur and sulphuric acid, petroleum products , tars and 
pitches, sand and gravel, stone, and sugar. Extensive shipments of coal 
are received into the valley for both local use and lake shioment. 
Intraplant switching of bulk goods at the major steel plants and 
other industries of the lower Cuyahoga Valley is mainly performed by the 
Cuyahoga Valley Railway, which operates 14! miles of r oad, the Newburgh 
and South Shore Railway, operating 5.5 miles of road, and the River 
Terminal Railway, operating 22 miles of road which also serve the plants 
and industries outside the Valley . 2 
Truck trailer rail service, or "piggy-back" service, is available 
on both the New York, Chicago, and St . Louis Railroad and the Erie Rail-
road. These lines lease their own trailers and as yet no provisions have 
been made to carry the truck trailers of public motor carriers or private 
industry.3 
Trucking Serves the Vall e;,: 
Although the crowded industrial area of the lower Cuyahoga Vall ey is 
made up of a maze of narrow and ancient roads , large transport trucks do 
have access to docks and industrial establishments and a fairly adequate 
network of Federal and State highways leads out of Cleveland and Ohio. 
The Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, op . cit; p. 93 . 
2 Ibid . 
3 The Buckley Report, op. cit; p . 261. 
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It has been estimated that over 350 private, common, and contr act motor 
carriers oper ate betv1een Cleveland and all other parts of the United States. 
"These car riers, most of which have access to water-front t enninals , en-
gage in distributing the many corrunodities which pass thr ough the port. 111 
Among the major products moved by truck to interior points i n Ohio, Mich-
i gan, Indiana, West Virginia, and western Pennsylvania, are l iquid sugar, 
petr oleum pr oduct s, bulk cement , bagged cement, flour, sand, and gr avel . 
In most cases where the area of distribution is greater than 150 miles , 
r ail carriers are used; i n the case of heavy bul k materials such as sand, 
gravel, stone and cement, the railways are l ikely to handle even shorter 
2 hauls . Commodities shipped to t he port for export are also likely to 
follow the same limits of distance. 
Land f or Other Uses 
With the heavy concentration of indust ry and commerce within the 
lower Cuyahoga Valley, very little l and remains for recreational, urban, 
or agr icul t ural use. Furthermore, activities such as these would not be 
attracted to an area of heavy water, r ail, and motor t r ansport, and of 
smoke and fume s . The river \'fOUld be unhealthy and dangerous for swi.mm-
ing, let alone most unattractive, and unpleasant for boating . Agricul-
tural and residential land occupancy would be too costly in an area of 
high land values, as well as bei ng subject to industrial noise, soot, 
smoke, and fumes . The land of t he lower valley, due to years of indus-
trial waste seepage, is also toxic and not conductive to plant gr owth . 
1 The Board of Engineers for River s and Harbors, op . cit; p.l03 . 
2 
I bid . 
In the early history of Cleveland, much of the land of the lower 
Cuyahoga Valley was devoted to farming, a great deal of the area being 
a part of two farms belonging to the Carter and Br adford families.1 
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With the coming of industr ialization and commerce to the valley, expec-
ially after 1860, it became more pr ofitable for the families to sell 
these lands. Today very lit t le land in the valley is unoccupied, and 
this is mainly on Whiskey Island and in that area of the Flats just to 
the south of it (see Figure 6) . There an occasional empty lot or partly 
demolished building may be found adjacent to an old building used for a 
small machine shop or for junk storage. It is this area that would be 
most advantageous f or industrial and commercial redevelopment. 
The largest users of land not devoted to industrial and commercial 
occupancy in the valley and along the lakefront harbor are the Federal 
and City Governments. The Federal Government maintains land and dockage 
facilities for the U.S . Navy, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the Department 
of the Army, Corps of Engineers. In the upper part of the industrialized 
valley the City of Cleveland has located a refuse incinerator plant, a 
portion of the Department of Public Safety, the City Dog Pound, the Divi-
sion of Streets, and the Department of Bridge Maintenance. On the upper 
end of the Old River is the extensive West 45th Street Filtration Plant 
which draws in water from 4~ miles out in Lake Erie to supply the munici-
pal water for Cleveland 1 s vlest Side and neighbouring Lakewood. 
Although residential land use in the valley is almost non-existent , 
one development, the Lake View Terrace Housing Development extends from 
the valley edge down to the edge of the Flats, just south of the Old 
1 Rose, op. cit., p .66 . 
River (see Figure 6) . An occasional slum dwelling is encountered in 
other parts of the Flats, but they are the exception rather than the 
rule. Although there are numerous lunch rooms and saloons to serve the 
working population, only one restaurant, Jim's Steak House, overlooking 
Collision Bend, caters to a non-valley clientele. 
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Along the lake front , in both the East and \·lest Basins, there are 
areas devoted to the dockage of pleasure craft and to public parks . Also 
bordering the East Basin is Cleveland 1 s l-iunicipal Lakefront Airport with 
a usable runway of 3000 feet. Recommendations of the Buckley Report 
would have this area further developed for the commerce expected to be 
engendered by the opening of the St . Lawrence Seaway. 
Another operation, as yet minor, within the lower Cuyahoga Valley, 
is the recently started exploratory drilling at six sites to determine 
whether there is salt of sufficient quantity and chemical purity for min-
ing . Should this prove to be the case, possibly several hundred people 
would be employed in underground mines and surface operations within the 
l 
valley. 
1 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 14, 1956. 
IV. OVERCROWDING I N THE VALLEY 
The lower Cuyahoga Valley was the first large indust rial area of 
northeastern Ohio . ~fuen Cleveland was chosen as the northern terminus 
of the Ohio Canal, many young i ndustries saw the value of locating in 
the flat river valley where the navigable river offered protection for 
the loading and unloading of shi ps off the Great Lakes, and the canal 
offered easy access to the inland market. By the time of the Civil War, 
t he Flats was a prosperous and congested area. Iron ore coming into the 
valley by lake shipping was destined to expand the valley i nto a goliath 
of modern industry. Land values became higher as the industrial expan-
sion continued, and new and enlarging industries were forced to seek 
sites outside t he valley. 
Industry Overflows t he Valley 
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Today the pr oportion of the industrial might of t he Metropolitan 
Cleveland area t hat is located in the lower por t ion of the Cuyahoga 
Valley is comparatively small, employing slightly less than five per cent 
of the working populat i on of Metropolitan Cleveland, an area consisting 
of most of Cuyahoga County and approximately 463 square miles . It must 
be remembered, however, that this percentage cf the labor force employed 
in the Flats is concentrated i~to an area t hat is but three per cent of 
the total metropolitan area . 
Many i ndustries that might have chosen to settle or r emain in the 
lower Cuyahoga Vall ey wer e discouraged by the competition for land by 
the steel companies and other industries requiring large tracts of land 
located on a v1at er highway and needing cheap and available water for in-
dustrial use. These waterfront industries receive l arge shipments of 
bulk goods, such as iron ore, by boat and have need for dockage facili-
ties at their plants to take maximum advantage d: the lm~ transportation 
costs. Similarly, comr.,ercial firms engaged in i mporting and exporting 
need extensive waterfront store houses and facilities to receive, store, 
and dispatch bulk and general cargo with a minimum of time and cost . 
The Buckley Report divides industries that are convenienced by ac-
cess to vrater transportation into three types. There are the waterfront 
industries such as those mentioned above, which have a definite require-
ment for a pier or wharf . The second type, water-based industries, have 
a need for movement of either r aw materials or finished goods by water 
carriers, but not in such large loads that they need to maintain their 
own docks . They do not r eceive or dispatch products by ship-loads, but 
usually use regularly scheduled common- carrier service. Although they 
do not need a waterfront location, they are substantially benefited by a 
location as nearly adjacent to the docks as possible . The third class 
is water-rel ated industries . These industries benefit by water shipment 
but do not utilize it to such an extent as to want to pay the high r ents 
t ypical of developed port areas. They usually locate within easy truck-
ing range of the port . 
The majority of the larger industries found i n the lower Cuyahoga 
Valley are of the first two t ypes described in the preceding paragraph. 
A noticeable exception to this is the Standard Oil Company of Ohio. 
Some others, such as the Reilly Tar and Chemical Corporation and the Tar 
Distilling Company, Inc ., are in the valley because they utilize waste 
materials of the large steel companies. Of the smaller industries found 
today in the Flats , most occupy small plots and many of these are in 
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crowded areas approximately l~ miles south from the river mouth . This 
area has been mentioned earlier in this reoort (page 6~ as one of noss-
ible redevelopment . In actuality this would be a difficult and costly 
operation. The many small concerns occupving this area. constitute a 
profitable and irnnortant part of the valley ' s industrv and cormnerce <~nd 
would be reluctant to leave the area for one farther from the river . 
Furthermore, even if the area should be bought up completel y by one of 
the larger industries, it is doubtful that there is enough continuous 
land in the vallev and between the river ' s curves, to mA.intain anv siz-
able steel mill or other oroduction plant . As far as establishment of 
future less sizable industries, it is estimated that within the entire 
area of the presently navigable lower river vallev there is not anv 
l 
single site above five acres left for future settlement . 
As the industrv of Cleveland r rew and could no longer be contained 
within the lm'ler Cuyahoga Valley, new areas of commerce and industrial-
ization develooed . The industrial mipht of Cleveland today snreads in a 
180 degree ar c fro~ the mouth of the Cuvahoga River, east, south, and 
west . To the east of the valley in Cleveland and in the highlv industri-
alized sections of the adjacent city of Euclid are, to mention only a few: 
Thompson Products Incornorated, one of the largest oroducers in the 
United States of automobile and aircraft orecision parts; the Fisher Body 
Plant of General Motors; the Cleveland Graphite Bronze Companv: and the 
Chase Brass and Cooner Comoanv . At Nela Park on the East Side of Cleve-
land is the home of the General Electric Lamp Division, and also on the 
1 lPterview with Mr. Oliver Revnolds:-
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East Side is the i<'Jhite Hot or Co:npanv, ryroducers of trucks and earth 
movinp; equiiJilent . To the southeast. in ~·.'alton Hills, the Ford l-1otor 
Company maintairs a large stamping r-lant . To the southwest, in Brook 
Park. the Ford Motor Comoany has two engine pl ants and General Motors 
maintains a training plant , an engine plant, and the Cadillac- Cleveland 
Tank Plant , en aged in defense \</Ork . Also in Brook Park the Goodvear 
Tire and Rubber Company is building ~ ~5,000,000 distribution center.1 
On the 'Jest Side of Cleveland are the Glidden Paint Company and the In-
dustrial Rayon Corporation, as well as a host of smP~ler manufacturers . 
To a large extent all of these adjacent industrial areas are de-
pendent unon the oroducts of the Cuyaho.~;a V;:Ulev industries, and in 
varving degrees upon the commercial facilities available at the Port of 
Cleveland . One of the bi!7,:rest direct exoorters bv overseas shins from 
the nort is the Euclid Division of General Motors . manufacturers of 
2 
hiphway construction equipment . It was estimated at the start of the 
steel strike of Julv 1, 1956, that should the strike be orolonged , 
manufacturing shutdowns caused by it would affect over 200. 000 emoloyees 
in the metal- using industries o~ 1-ietrooolitan Cleveland •3 Such indus-
tries as the automotive and aircraft engines and oarts and the precision 
tool manufacturers would be among the first affected. 
Competitive Industri<!l ~rea_s 
Of all the Lake Erie ports, Cleveland's Cuvahoga River inner harbor 
and the lakefront outer harbor suoport the greatest amount of commerce 
and industry. Table 5 shows certain significant economic indicators for 
--rNew Enoire-On-The-sea, Newsweek, Seotember 26, 1955 . 
2 Cleveland Plain Dealer, Pictorial Section, July 18, 1954. 
3 Clevel and Plain Dealer, July 1, 1956 . 
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TABLE 5 
SIGNIFICANT EC01.0MIC INDICATORS FOR CU.'V~D 
AND OTHER LAKE ERIE PORTS 
Retail Wholesale Value Added Bank P.O.Gross 
Trade, Trade, by Mfr., Deposits Receipts, 
1954 1954 1947 12/3Q/5Q 1,950 
Amount Amount Amount Amount 
Ports (OOQ9) ($000) Amount ($000) ($000) 
Cleveland, Ohio 1,364,190 1,266,285 1,289,995 2,411, 221 20,522 
Other Ohio 
ports 
Ashtabula 57,095 11,523 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Conneaut 15,516 n.a. n.a. n.a.. n.a.. 
Fairport 4,245 n.a. n.a. n.a.. n.a.. 
Huron 4,433 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Lorain 70,442 17,676 65,087 45,735 365 
Sandusky 49,739 13,312 37,476 n.a. 414 
Toledo 442,046 280,684 330,666 396,516 4,552 
Otbe;t ;bake Eti,~ 
ports 
Buffalo, N.Y. 795,576 n.a. 511,953 743,435 8, 613 
Erie, Pa. 189,675 n.a. 129,058 155,273 1,648 
n.a. = not available 
Sources: U.S. Census of Business, 1948, and 1954. 
Cleveland ' s advantageous position.1 With an economic base roughly three 
times larger than any other Ohio port, and substantially greater than 
Buffalo, the second largest Lake Erie port, othe r lakefront areas would 
seem to pose no great threat of competition to the industry and commerce 
of the lower Cuyahoga Valley. Further assurance of the advantage of 
the Cuyahoga Val l ey location is in the low cost of transportation of 
goods to the domestic market the valley s erves . 
The points of lowest transport cost to the national market, exclud-
ing the Pacific Coast, have interior locations, whether transport 
is by land alone or by comb~ned land and sea. Fort Wayne and Cleve-
land have the lowest costs . 
Land transportation costs to cover the same national manufacturing market 
that Cleveland does are ten per cent higher for industries of Chicago, 
Milwaukee, Balti more, and New York, and nearly thirty per cent higher for 
industries in the Boston area.3 This same transportation advantage also 
enables the industries of the l~wer Cuyahoga Valley to import their raw 
materials at a competing cost with other manufacturing areas . This is 
particularly true of iron ore, which is the largest commodity transported 
on the Cuyahoga River. 
Table 6, compiled from information provided through the courtesy of 
the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, shows that in 1954 Cleveland far ex-
ceeded any other Lake Erie port in the number of overseas imports, and, 
with the exception of Toledo, in overseas exports . If United States De-
partment of Defense exports are excluded, Cleveland exceeds Toledo sub-
stantially in the export field. These tonnages are expected to increase 
The Buckley Report, op. cit; p . l 27 . 
2 Chauncy D. Harris, The Market As A Factor In t he Localization of 
Industry i n the United States , Annals of the Associ ation of American 
Geographers, Volume XLIV, Number 4. December, 1954. 
3 The Buckley Report, op. cit; p .122. 
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TABLE 6 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT LAKE ERIE PORTS 
VIA THE ST . LAWRENCE ~'/ATER:JAY IN 1954 a 
In Short Tons 
Imports Exports 
Buffalo, New York 2, 658 3, 692 
Erie, Pennsylvania 0 0 
Ashtabula, Ohi o 0 0 
Fair port, Ohio 0 0 
Cleveland, Ohio 13 , 925 *27,377 
Lorain, Ohio 0 0 
Huron, Ohio 0 0 
Sandusky, Ohio 0 0 
Toledo, Ohio 6, 911 *46, 495 
Total 23,494 77, 564 
Note: 
Total 
6,350 
0 
0 
0 
41 1202 
0 
0 
0 
53 , 406 
101, 058 
*Includes U. S. Dept . of Defense items - 2,069 from Cleveland 
31, 465 from Toledo 
a Information supolied through the courtesy of the Cleveland Chamber 
of Commerce . 
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greatly when the St. Lawrence Seaway i s activated in 1959. 
Despite the favorable picture of Cleveland's position i n relation 
to the competitive industrial and commercial areas along the Lake Erie 
southern shore, certain disadvantages do exist. Chief among these is the 
inner harbor of the Cuyahoga liiver. Prior to the more recent improve-
ments in river navigation, much time, and consequently money, was lost 
in delivering bulk loads to the industries of the river. 
The time required to deliver ore to the American Steel and Wire 
Company's Central Furnace, uriload, take on coal, and depart has 
been thirteen hours . The same thing is done at the plant of the 
National Tube Company at Lorain in eleven hours . At Conneaut, 
boats until recently were actually unloaded in the time required 
to get to the head of navigation on the Cuyahoga. A saving of 
only five hours on each of thirty round trips during the season 
of navigation, would amount to1nearly seven davs, or ample time for one additional round trip. 
Despite the imorovements in the Cuyahoga River since the late 1930 's, 
the time required for the larger vessels to reach the upper limits of 
2 
the navigable river may be as long as 4 hours. Continuation of a vig7 
orous harbor improvement program will be necessary if Cleveland wishes 
to receive the maximum benefits of her many other advantages as a center 
of industry and commerce. 
1 G. Langdon White, op . cit; pp . 206, 207. 
2 Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 1, 1955. 
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V. A LOOK TOtrfARD THE FUTURE 
The future of the lower Cuyahoga Valley should be as prosperous 
as its past, and continuation of gro\~h within the valley can be expected . 
While it is true that an upper limit of expansion is imposed by the 
physical size of the valley, and by the capacity of the river, even with 
continued imnrovement, to handle traffic, it is the opinion of this 
author that such an upper limit in terms of effective land-use is far 
from having been reached . Mention has already been made of the possible 
advantageous redevelopment of the northernmost one and one-half miles of 
the Flats area (see pp.67, 72) 
Another method of expansion within the Flats is by the improvement 
of, and addition to, already existing facilities. Several such programs 
have been undertaken in recent years. In September of 1954 the American 
Steel and Nire Division of the United States Steel Corporation put into 
operation a giant new blast furnace to supply pig iron to the foundry 
trade . The Republic Steel Corporation has slated expansion for five of 
its plants, with forty-five per cent of this expansion to take place 
within the Cuyahoga Valley, and the Jones and Laughlin Steel ~ration 
have announced a thirty per cent increase in the steel making capacity 
1 
of their valley plant . Such expansion will be achieved through more 
effective machinery, stock piling, and land utilization. 
In the field of commerce within the vall ey there is also much room 
for future expansion. Port warehouses are now handling an average of 
56,000 tons of general cargo a year, but with the existing facilities, 
2 
could handle up to 200, 000 tons annually. 
1 Vance Bell, Cleveland Y..lill Make More Steel, The Clevelander, Nov-
ember, 1955 . 
2 
Interview with Mr . Oliver Revnolds . 
Nothing has been said in the earlier sections of this thesis about 
land use in the area of the valley south of the present limit of indus-
trial development in the Flats, which is roughly at t he Harvard Avenue 
Viaduct, 1.5 miles above the pr esent head of navigation of the ~uvahoga 
River. From this point south to the northern limits of the city of 
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Akron, a distance of 30 miles from Lake Erie, land use within the valley 
is mainly non-industrial. Several small towns are located there and 
some farms, but there is no extensive urban or agricultural development . 
Industrial exryansion in this ar ea at the present time would have to be 
confined to industries not dependent on water transport of bulk goods 
directly to the industries docks. Any decision to extend the river navi-
gation south to t his area would have to be approved by the Corp of Engin-
eers, Department of the Army, and justified by proving a l arge enough 
traffic potential to warrant the action. The last attempt by the City 
of Cleveland and the steel industry to initiate such a program was 15 
l 
years ago and it was not approved by the Army . With the opening of 
the St. Lav1rence Seav1ay in 1959 making nossible large shipments of Lab-
rador iron ore to the Cuyahoga Valley, r enewed consideration should be 
given to t his program . It is the opinion of the Chamber of Commerce 
that the heavy use of the river since ~'iorld V.lar I± already justifies 
the heavy expenditure of money that would be r equired to extend the head 
of navi gation southward. 2 
I bi d . 
2 Ibid . 
TABLE 7 
ANTICI PATED SEA1vAY -GENERATED TRAFFIC AT CLEVELAND 
IN 1959, 1965, and 1970a 
Forecast (Short Tons) 
Commodity or Group 1959 1965 1970 
Coal and Coke 120, 000 200,000 300,000 
Grain 500,000 750,000 1, ooo,ooo 
Ore 1,075,000 1,615,000 2, 150,000 
Petroleum and Products 25, 000 30,000 35, 000 
Wood pulp 50 ,000 75,000 100,000 
General Cargo 800,000 1,000, 000 1,100,000 
Total 2,570, 000 3,670, 000 4,685,000 
a From Cleveland and the Seaway, A Guide Plan for \:laterfront Develop-
ment and the Promotion of Port of Commerce, by James C. Buckley, Inc. 
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The ImPact of the St . Lawrence Seawar 
When the St . Lawrence Seaway opens in 1959, Cleveland l ooks for-
ward to a great expansion as a major world port . To help assess the 
i mpact of the anticiPated trade brought about by the Seaway and to aid 
in making nlans for providing adequate port facilities to handle t his 
trade, the City of Cleveland in 1954 employed the firm of James C. 
Buckley, Inc ., New York terminal and transportation consultants . Some 
of the findings of their comPleted report have been cited in the earlier 
sections of this thesis . 
The Bucklev Report anticipates that the Seaway- generated traffic 
will increase the tonnage handled at the Port of Cleveland to 2,570, 000 
tons in 1959, 3,670, 000 tons in 1965, and 4,685,000 tons in 1970 . Table 
1 
7, shows a break-down of these totals by six commodity groups . 
To handle these anticipated traffic increases the Buckley Report 
calls for the development of a waterfront grain elevator, for the build-
ing of extensive gener~l car P,o waterfront terminal facilities both on 
the Cuvaho~a River and along the lakefront, and for the development of 
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"made land" alon~ the East Basin for ne -.r water-based iYJ.dustries (see FiP--
ure 6) . This would be contrary to Citv Plannin~ which calls for the re-
striction of this area to comMerce and r ecr eation . The Bucklev RePort 
estimates that the increased tonnages of coal and coke, ore, and petro-
leum products, can be handled adequately bv the already existing facili-
tjes of the nort . Woodpulp would be handled as general cargo . 
- - ± ------- - --------The Buckley Report, op . cit; n . 4 . 
The largest single increase predicted by the Buckley Report was 
that the "general cargo business - high-priced packaged freight such 
as German toys, French wines, Dutch beer, and Cleveland machines 
would s oar from the present 40,000 tons a year1 to 800,000 in 1959, the 
Seaway's first season". 2 This optimistic vie\or is not shared by the 
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce which feels that 200,000 tons of general 
cargo in 1959 is a more realistic estimate. Furthermore, the Chamber of 
Commerce feels that there is sufficient vacant property on the lakefront 
west of East 9th Street and within the Cuyahoga River and Old River (see 
Figure 6) for the development of whatever new general cargo docks might 
be needed, and that the areas of the East Basin suggested for extensive 
development by the Buckley Report should be left as recreational areas .3 
vfuatever the increases in domestic and foreign trade that are gen-
erated by the St . Lawrence Seaway may be, the opening of this waterway 
to large vessels in 1959 will assure the steel industry of the lower 
Cuyahoga Valley a continuing supply of iron ore. The development of the 
Labrador iron fields came just at a time >'lhen the Mesabi range on Lake 
Superior was dying out . The assurance of a continued suoply of high 
. 4 grade iron ore has enabled the steel m1lls to expand. 
1 The figure of 40,000 tons a year of general cargo handled at 
present at the port differs from the estimate of 56,000 tons a year given 
in an interview with Mr. Oliver Reynolds, Vice-President, Cleveland Cham-
ber of Commerce . 
2 Newsweek, op. cit. 
3 Interview with Mr. Oliver Reynolds . 
4 Newsweek, op . cit . 
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The Need for Long-Range Planning 
The increase in steel production and other associated manufactures 
in the Cuyahoga Valley, as well as the geographic and economic advantages 
that are and will be offered by the Port of Cleveland for domestic and 
overseas commerce, are bound to attract new industries to the Metropolitan 
Cleveland area. Same of these will benefit by settlement in the Flats, 
with ready access to the Cuyahoga River, while others will choose to 
settle in the surrounding areas of the city where land is more available 
and cheaper, but where they will be near enough to the products and facil-
ities of the valley for economic use of them. To take maximum advantage 
of this new development and expansion, the industries and commercial 
interests of the Cuyahoga Valley, together with those of all of Metro-
politan Cleveland, must look ahead in their planning. Programs for land 
development and utilization, river improvement and extension of naviga-
tion, and air and water pollution control, must be maintained and in-
creased. 
In an interview published in The Port of Cleveland Handbook, Mr. R. C. 
Hienton, Vice-President in Charge of Marketing, The Cleveland Electric 
Illuminating Company, has said: 
I believe the Seaway can do more for Cleveland and the entire state 
than any single development in our history. Of course, there is 
much to be done and time is very short. But when the Seaway is com-
plete, Cleveland-Northeast Ohio will be able to offer a combination 
of growth advantages which no other area in America can match. 
We 'll have low-cost deep-water shipping to any port in the world . 
We 'll have an almost unlimited supply of water for industrial pro-
cessing. We already have an excellent rail network here ••• 75 per 
cent df all east-west rail traffic passes through Ohio . We have 
excellent sites for industry and residential development. And 
Cleveland will be at the crossroads of Ohio's turnpike network. In 
short, we have t he world at our doorstep. All we have to do is open 
the door.1 
1cleveland Junior Chamber of Commerce, op. cit., p. l8. 
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Continuing im~rovement of the Cuvahoga River harbor should enable 
the Port of Cleveland to maintain its position as the hub of industrial 
Northeast Ohio . The presence of three ma,ior steel manufacturing plants 
alreAdy in the lower valley, the olentiful su>Jply of water for industrial 
usage , and the availability of ~ood water, rail and motor transportation 
from the valley to the national and international markets, should attract 
an increasin~ number of small and diversified industries into the Cleve-
land area. The interelation of causation and effect alonp with i ncreas-
in~ industrial and commercial diversification, should brin~ an increcsing 
economic stabilitv to the entire Northeast Ohio area . 
It is the opinion of this author that as the Cleveland- Northeast 
Ohio area underpoes ne\v prowth, the industrial Cuyahoga Valley and the 
crooked Cuyahor::a River will continue to olav a dominant role in the area ' s 
prosperity. 
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APPENDIX A 
PORT OF CLEVELAND - PIERS, WHARVES, DOCKS1 
Lake Front - East Basin 
Reference 
on Map Name of Dock Use 
1 Nicholson Cleveland Terminal Co. Receipt of newsprint paper, 
automobiles 
2 Cleveland Boat Service, Inc . Marine railway for hauling 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Forest City Yacht Club 
Lakeside Yacht Club 
U.S . Naval Reserve Submarine \'lharf 
U.S . Coast Guard 
U.S. Corps of Engineers 
East 9th Street Municipal Pier 
Lederer Terminal Warehouse Co . 
Lederer Terminal Warehouse Co . 
Stadium Boat Works 
City of Cleveland 
Pennsylvania R.R. Dock #24 
Cleveland Stevedore Co. Dock #22 
out recreational craft 
Mooring, recreational craft 
Mooring, r ecreational craft 
Mooring of reserve training 
submarine 
Base for Coast Guard vessels 
Base, Corps of Engineers, 
U.s . Army 
Tie- up for recreational 
craft, naval training 
veesels 
Receipt and shipment of 
general car go, r eceipt of 
newsprint, automobi les 
Same as above 
Berthing of commercial and 
recreational craft for 
repairs 
To be developed 
Transfer of coal from rail-
road cars to vessels, 
bunkering vessels 
Receipt and shipment, general 
cargo 
Lake Front at Cuyahoga River 
Cleveland Stevedore Co . Dock #20 
u.s. Coast Guard Lifeboat Station 
Receipt of stone, limestone 
Base, U.S . Coast Guard 
Lake Front - \'lest Basin 
Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co. 
Pennsylvania R.R. Or e Dock #11 
Edgewater Yacht Basin 
Base, floati ng plant and 
construction equipment 
Receipt of iron ore 
Mooring, recreational craft 
lFrom The Reporter, published by the Greater Cleveland Council 
for the Social Studies, Vol . 16, No . 2, November, 1955 . 
Old River 
Reference 
on Map Name of Dock 
21 Cleveland Stevedore Co . 
22 Sand Products Corp . 
23 Allied Oil Co . 
24 Merritt-Chapman and Scott Corp . 
25 L. A. Nells Construct ion Co . 
25A Great Lakes Towing Co . 
26 Cleveland Marine Terminal Co . 
27 Erie R.R. Co . , Ore Dock 
2S L. A. Wells Construction Co . 
29 Lehigh Portland Cement Co. 
30 National Terminal s Corp. 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
44 
46 
47 
4S 
4SA 
49 
Cuyahoga River 
National Terminals Coro . 
Rud- Machine Co . 
Star Fish Co . 
Cleveland Stevedore Co. 
Harbor :t-iaster 
Beacon Marine Supply Co., Inc . 
Hausheer and Sons Co . 
Great Lakes Towing Co . 
Upson-Walton Co . 
State Fish Co . 
International Milling Co . 
Huron Portland Cement Co. 
Republic Steel Corp. 
B & 0 R. R., Columbus Rd . Dock 
Cuyahoga Lumber Co . 
G and W Welding Co . 
Cleveland fireboat dock 
(2 locations) 
Use 
Receipt of steel, scrap 
metal, bulk cargo 
Recei pt of sand by self-
unloading vessels 
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Receipt and shipment of fuel, 
bunkering of vessels 
Tie- up for contractors 
floating equipment , storage 
Same as above 
To be developed 
To be developed 
Receipt of iron ore 
Tie-up for contractors 
floating equipment , storage 
Receipt of cement clinkers 
by self- unloading vessels 
Receipt of limestone by self-
unloading vessels 
Receipt and shipment of 
general cargo 
Berthing vessels for repairs 
Receipt of Fish 
Receipt and shipment of 
general cargo 
Assists all vessels in arriv-
ing and departing 
Marine supplies, base for 
supply boat 
Ships supplies, base for 
supply boat 
Base for towboats 
Ships supplies, base for 
supply boat 
Receipt of fish 
Receipt and storage of grain 
for milling 
Receipt and storage of 
cement 
Receipt and shipment of 
steel products 
Dock not used 
Not used for water- borne 
commerce 
Ship repair 
Berth for fir eboats 
Reference 
on Map Name of Dock 
50 Breckling Coal and Supply Co . 
51 Erie R.R. Co ., Scr anton Avenue 
Freight House Dock 
5lA Ford Motor Co . 
52 Goff-Kirby Co . Dock #2 
53 Sherwin-~lilliams Co . 
54 Cl eveland Gypsum Co . 
55 Shell Oil Co . 
56 Texas Co . 
56A National Sugar Refining Co . 
57 American Steel & Wire Co . 
58 Clifton Concrete & Supply Co . ) 
Socony Vacuum Oil Co . ) 
59 Gulf Refining Co . 
60 Great Lakes Towing Co . 
61 Cleveland Builders Supply Co . 
62 Standard Oil Co . 
63 Cities Service Oil Co . 
64 E. I . DuPont deNemours & Co . , Inc. 
65 Republic Steel - West Side Dock 
66 Republic Steel - East Side Dock 
67 Jones and Laughlin Steel Cor p. 
68 Sun Oil Co. 
69 Republic Steel Corp. 
Use 
Receipt of sand, crushed 
stone, slag, by self-
unloading vessels 
Dock not in use 
Receipt of sand 
Receipt of sand and gravel 
by self- unloading vessels 
Receipt of f laxseed and 
other materials 
Receipt of sand 
Receipt and shipment of 
petroleum products 
Receipt and shipment of 
petroleum products 
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Receipt of bu~ sugar, 
packaging, warehousing 
Receipt of iron ore, lime-
stone; shipment of pig iron 
Receipt of refined oil, aand, 
and stone 
Receipt and shipment of re-
fined oil products 
Repair plant 
Receipt of sand 
Receipt and shipment of 
petroleum products 
Receipt of gasoline 
Receipt of sulphur 
( Receipt of iron ore, limestone, 
( scrap iron; shipment of pig 
iron, steel products 
Receipt of iron ore, limestone, 
fuel oil 
Receipt and shipment of 
petroleum products 
Receipt of iron ore, limestone 
APPENDIX B 
AN I.NVENTORY OF INDUSTRY k~D COMMERCE IN THE LOWER CUYAHOGA VAI.Ll!.~ 
Lumber and Ylood Products ( etc;cept furniture) 
American Box Co. 
Cleveland Wood Box Co. 
Ohio Burial Case Co. 
Patent Scaffolding Co. 
Smeed Box Co. 
The Trebing Manufacturing Co . 
Cheroica1s and Al1ied Ptoducts 
Allied Pharmacal Co. 
The Cleveland Flux Co. 
Cleveland Paint and Color Co. 
duPont Chemical Co. 1 E. I. duPont de N em.ours and Co. 1 Inc . 
General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corp. 
Harshaw Chemical Co. 
Hukill Chemical Corp. 
Metalcrete Corp. 
Naph-Sol Refining Co . 
Patterson Laboratories 
Reilly Tar ana Chemical Corp. 
Sherwin- Williams Co., Linseed Oil Department 
Tar Distilling Co . , Inc. 
The Vau ghan Paint Co. 
Products of Petr olegm and Coal 
Allied Oil Co. 
Calumet Refining Co. 
Interstate Manufacturing Co. 
The Standard Oil Company of Ohio 
Rubber Products 
Cleveland National Rubber Corp. 
Leather and Leather Products 
Plumer Leather Finishing Co. 
Stone . Clay, and Gl ass Products 
Cleveland Builder' s Supply Co. 
Harbison- Walker Refractories Co. 
Simonds Worden White Co. 
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Primary Meta~ Industr~es 
Farnan Brass Works Co . 
Ford Motor Co . 
Hi- Star Castings Co. 
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. 
Master Metals, Inc. 
National Lead Co. 
National Steel Corp. , St ran Steel Division 
Republic Steel Cor p . 
Roby Bronze and Aluminum Foundry Co . 
Sandvik Steel Inc. 
United States Steel Corp. 
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Fabricated Metal Products (except ordnance , machinery and transport equipment) 
Allied Boiler and Iron Works 
Boom Boiler and Welding Co. 
Cannon-Kocka Inc. 
Cleaners Hanger Co. 
Ferry Cap and Set Screw Co. 
Guardian Burglar Proof Equipment Co. 
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp. 
Mar shallan Manufacturing Co. 
The Republic Steel Corp. 
Schaeffer Bros., Steel Fabricating Divisi on, Inc. 
Simonds Worden White Co. 
Steel Fabricators Co. 
T.P.V. Metal Pr oducts 
Upson-Walton Co. 
MachinerY ( except electrical) 
El-Mar Tube Products Co. 
Foundary Equipment Co. 
Haserodt Machine and Tool Inc. 
Lincoln Rebuilders 
Murray Machine Co. 
Pioneer Machine and Engineer ing Co. 
Scottish Tool Die Metal Products Co. 
\Vhite Serving Machine Co. 
Young Bros., Co. 
Transportation Equipment 
G-W Welding Co . 
Morrison, Frank and Son, Co. 
Ru.d Machine Co. 
Electrical Machinery. EQUipment, and Supplies 
Herrick Manufacturing Corp. 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 
Carter Wood Specialty Co. 
Holland Furnace Co . 
Mau-Sherwood Supply Co. 
National Sales Co. 
Standard Pail Co . 
Zellner Foundry Co. 
Municipa1 Setyices 
City of Cleveland, Bridge Maintenance Department 
City of Cleveland, Department of Public Safety 
City of Cleveland, Division of Streets 
City of Cleveland, Dog Pound 
City of Cleveland, Filtration Plant 
City of Cleveland, Refuse Incinerator 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. 
Receiving, Sgipping, and Stopage Warehouses and Terminals 
B & 0 Freight House 
Cleveland Marine Term....nal Co. 
Higbee Co. Warehouse 
Lederer Terminal Warehcuse NO. 2 
Marine Oil Terminal and Storage Plant 
National Terminals Corp. Warehouse 
Otis Terminal Warehouse 
Refiners Transport and Terminal Corp 
Watkins Furniture Warehouse 
Transportation 
Best Motor Lines 
Great Lakes Vessel Co. 
Great Lakes To\v.ing Co. 
Mohawk Motor Co. 
Pickard Trucking Co . 
Warner and Smith Motor Freight, Inc. 
Wilson Motor Lines 
Yellow Cab Co. 
fuel Storage ~~d Supply 
Allied Oil Co. 
Breckling Coal and Supply Co. 
Central Petroleum Co. 
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Cities Service Oil Co. 
Gulf Oil Co. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Sinclair Oil Co. 
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. 
The Standard Oil Company of Ohio 
Sun Oil Co. 
Texas Oil Co. 
Lumber Companies 
Cuyahoga Lumber Co. 
Northern Ohio Lumber and Timber Co. 
Reserve Lumber Co. 
Rock-Daoust Lumber Co. 
Weiler- Wilhelm Lumber Co. 
Building Supplies 
Cleveland Builder's Supply Co. 
Cleveland Gypsum Co. 
Clifton Concrete Supply Co. 
Goff-Kirby Co. 
Huron Portland Cement Co . 
Johnson Fire Brick Co. 
Lehigh Portland Cement Co . 
Marine Stores and Facilities 
Beacon Marine Supply Co. 
Cleveland Cliff Iron Co. , Marine Repair Shop 
Hausheer and Sons, Co. 
Morrison, Frank and Son, Co. 
Cleveland Stevedore Co . 
11errit, Chapman and Scott, Corp. 
Food Processing and Distributi2n 
National Sugar Refining Co . 
Star Fish Co. 
State Fish Co . 
lli s cellaneou_§ 
American Building Cleaning Co . 
Commercial Metal Salvage Co. 
Federal Appliance Service 
Harris Wr ecking Co. 
K & W Conveyor Service, Inc. 
Lake Erie Hardware Co . 
National Engineering and Contracting Co. 
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APPENDIX C 
OVERSEAS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS AT1CLEVELAND, OHIO CALENDAR YEAR 1954 
Short Tons 
Commodity 
Meat and products 
Meat and products including canned NEC 
Dried milk and solids 
Cheese 
Dairy products NEC 
Fish and products including canned NEC 
Shellfish and products 
Edible animal products NEC 
Hides and skins, raw 
Animal products, inedible NEC 
Flour, flour-grain preparations NEC 
Vegetables and preparations including 
Fruits and pr eparations, canned 
Imports 
84 
7 
176 
1 
4 
18 
canned NEC 21 
Fruit juices, canned 9 
Fruits and preparations including canned NEC 546 
Vegetable oils, fats, edible 
Table beverage materials NEC 
Spices 
Sugar 
Molasses sugar products, edible 
Liquors and wines 
Synthetic rubbers 
Rubber waste and scrap 
Rubber tires and tubes excluding SCI 
Rubber manufactures NEC 
NEC - not elsewhere classified 
SCI - shipments of military component items 
31 
17 
8 
1742 
63 
2012 
11 
Exports 
12 
498 
5 
94 
1424 
492 
8 
2 
374 
4 
1785 
12 
85 
u 
1From Waterborne Commerce of the United States - Calendar Year 
1954, Part 3 - Waterways and Harbors, Great Lakes, Department 
of the A~, Corps of Engineers. 
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Commodity 
Naval stores, gums and resins 
Oilseeds NEC excluding castor beans 
Dyeing, tanning materi als , vegetable 
Seeds except oilseeds 
Vegetable products, inedible NEC 
Cotton manufactures 
Burlap and j ute bagging 
Vegetable fiber manufactures NEC 
Wool manufactures 
Synthetic fibers and manufactures 
Textile products NF,C 
Plywood, veneers, ties, construction materials 
Wood manufactures NEC 
Standard newsprint paper 
Paper and manufactures NEC 
Lubrication oils, greases, excluding SCI 
Petroleum products NEC 
Stone and manufactures NEC 
Glass and glass products 
Brick and tile 
Clay products NEC 
Non-metallic minerals, manufactures NEC 
Iron, steel, semifinished products 
Rolled, finished steel mill products 
Ferrous castings and forgings 
Tools and basic hardware 
Kitchen and hospital utensils 
Metal manufactures, parts NEC excluding SCI 
Metal manufactures and parts NEC 
Aluminum ores, concentrates, scrap 
Copper ore, concentrates, scrap 
Copper, semifabricatedforms 
Copper alloy forms and scrap 
Nickel ore, concentrates , scrap, forms 
Tin ore, concentrates, scrap, forms 
NEC - not elsewhere classified 
SCI- shipments of military component items 
Imports 
10 
3 
21 
277 
25 
130 
8 
120 
113 
1 
2444 
59 
194 
227 
39 
4 
385 
28 
1660 
167 
6 
6 
212 
29 
178 
545 
93 
Ex.oorts 
2 
338 
42 
1 
13 
1 
15 
1 
643 
2415 
31 
7 
1646 
17 
915 
147 
152 
4 
134 
10 
210 
280 
330 
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Commodity 
Tin metal, forms 
Zinc ore, concentrates and scrap 
Zinc forms 
Non-ferrous ores, metals, scrap NEC 
Electrical machinery 
Electrical machinery excluding SCI 
Engines, turbines, parts NEG 
Construction, mining machine parts 
Metalworking machinerjr parts 
Metalworking machine parts excluding SCI 
Textile, shoe machine parts 
Industrial machine parts NEG 
I ndustrial machine parts NEG excluding SCI 
Agricultural machine parts excluding SCI 
Motor vehicles 
Motor vehicles excluding SCI 
Motor vehicle parts 
Motor vehicle parts excluding SCI 
Vehicles and parts NEG 
Coal-tar products 
Coal-tar products excluding SCI 
Industrial chemicals NEG 
Industrial chemicals NEG excluding SCI 
Chemical specialties NEG excluding SCI 
Pigments, paints, varnishes 
Nitrogenous fertilizer materials 
Commodities NEG 
Commodities NEG excluding SCI 
U.S . articles returned 
100 499 valued shipments 
Less than 2000- puund shipments 
Department of Defense and SCI 
Total 
Gr and Total 
Imports 
153 
50 
44 
141 
193 
214 
10 
194 
88 
584 
32 
25 
237 
29 
290 
13,925 
41, 302 
* The error due to sampling is between 21 and 30 per cent 
NEC - not elsewhere classified 
SCI - shipments of military component items 
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Exports 
111 
1 
56 
173 
93 
1916 
991 
47 
419 
221 
47 
2043 
159 
11 
6330 
156 
58 
174* 
2069 
27,377 
APPENDIX D 
CLEVELAND HARBOR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMa 
sponsored by 
River and Harbor Committee 
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce 
(1936-1956) 
1936 PROJECT : 
Consists of the following: 
(1) Replacing 11 old railroad and highway bridges with new bridges 
(2) Rebuilding 4 old highway bridges 
(3) Eliminating 4 old bridges 
(4) Widening the river on bends and straightaway at 9 locations 
(5) Building several miles of steel bulkheading 
(6) Extending the navigable section of the river 1/3 of a mile 
(7) Deepening river channel to 23 feet 
This project is expected to be completed i n 1958. All of the bridges 
included have been constructed or are under contract. Funds available 
to finish 94% of the program. 
Irishtown Bend, the narrowest point on the river, i s to be placed under 
contract this fall . Funds are available for this project . 
Dredging work in the vicinity of same of the new bridges cannot be 
fini shed until after the bridges have been completed . 
Cost of this project - about $50,000,000, including federal and non-
federal costs. 
1949 PROJECT: 
Approved by U. S. District Engineer at Buffalo i n spring of 1956 . This 
project will cost about $16,000,000 . It includes the following : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Replacement of Erie RR Bridge #19 on the main stem of the Cuyahoga 
River 
Replacement of B & 0 RR Bridge #32 on the Old River branch 
Replacement of Willow Ave. highway bridge on the Old River branch 
Dredging and bulkheading 5 new cuts 
It is expected that this project will be approved by government off icials 
in Washington and passed on to Congress for consideration during the next 
session of Congress . It is hoped to have the work well under way by the 
opening of the St . Lawrence Seaway. 
a Courtesy of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce 
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1954 PROJECT : 
At the request of the Chamber's River and Harbor Committee, Congresswoman 
Frances P. Bolton introduced legislation (following the passage of the 
St . Lawr ence Seaway legislation) asking Congress to authorize a review 
report on the Clevel and Harbor with the i dea of recommending the deepen-
ing of the channel to 27 f eet from deep water in Lake Erie to commercial 
docks at Cleveland which handle overseas cargo. This hearing i s expected 
to be held short ly. 
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ABSTRI\CT 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the lower part of the 
Cuyahoga Valley, an area known as the Flats, and describe the large 
concentration of indmtry and commerce found within the area . Atten-
tion is called to same of the problems of the past, the present, and a 
prognosis made of the area's future . 
The Cuyahoga River springs from twin sources in Geauga County, a 
few miles east of Cleveland . Fl owing in a southward and southeasterly 
direction for its first 70 miles, it swings abruptly just north of 
Akron and follows its old preglacial valley thirty miles north to Lake 
Erie . Within this stretch it is ,joined by six important tributaries . 
The climate of the Cuvahoga Valley is Humid Continental, Long Summer 
Phase, and is slightly modified by winds off Lake Erie which cause rela-
tively cool swmners and mild winters . Precipitation is distributed 
evenly throughout the year. Although the Cuyahoga River seldom freezes 
during the winter, its season of navigabilitv is limited bv the freezing 
of the Great Lakes and their connecting channels . The river has a \vell 
sustained rate of water flow, and an average dischar ge sliahtlv higher 
than most streams in Ohio . No serious flood has occurred in the lower 
Cuvahoga Valley since 1913, due in part to the permeable glacial deposits 
of the valley which act as a flood reservoir, and in part to the widening 
and deepening of the river in the lo\ver 5.8 miles of its course . 
The name 11 Cuyahoga11 is an Indian ".\'Ord , probe.bly meaning 11 crooked . 11 
The Indians inhabiting the area prior to the first ·.,rhite settlers had 
long used the valley as a passageway to join with the MuskingQ~ River 
to the south and down to the Ohio River Valley. The lower part of the 
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Cuyahoga Valley, the site of the oresent-dav city of Clevela~d, was 
first settled in 1796 bv Moses Cleaveland and a band of surveyors sent 
out from Connecticut . The area was sparselv settled at first but began 
to p,row rapidlv after the mouth of the Cuvahoga River was chosen as the 
northern terminus of the Ohio Ca~al. which connected Lake Erie with the 
Ohio River . This canal was completed in 1832 a~d was a vital factor in 
the industrv and commerce of the lower vallev until the comdnv of the 
railroads . The first railroad reached the Flats in 1851, and after that 
the canal diminished in :LilPOrtc:mce until it was finallv destroved bv a 
flood in 1913 . 
In 1855, when the Sault Ste . Marie Canal connectin~ Lake Superior 
with Lake Huron was opened, the first boat carrving iron ore sailed up 
the Cuvahoga River . The need for more iron during the Civil ~ar led 
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to rapid expansion of industrv in the lower vallev. In this Cleveland 
benefited bv its favorable location on the trans ~ortation routes betvreen 
the iron ore to the ·:.est and the coal fields to the east anri southeast . 
Since that time the growth of commerce and industrv in the lower Cuyahoga 
Vallev has been steadv . Todav, with a much improved oort, Cleveland is 
the central oart of a tr~de area which, within a 500- rnile r adius of the 
Cuyahoga Valley, contains 54 . 5% of the population of the United States 
and Canada, 63 . 7% of American manufacturing plants, 67 . 5% of the nation's 
product value, and 74. 0% of American payr oll dollars . 
The lower portion of the Cuyahopa Vallev is an integral part of the 
lar ge complex of industry and commerce that constitutes the Metropolitan 
Cleveland area . l'lithin the Flats, an area of approximately 14~ square 
miles , the Cuyahoga River is an important transportation route and inland 
harbor for the Port of Cleveland . It is also a source of industrial 
water for many of the heavy industries of the valley . The river is 
dr edged for navigation to a depth of 23~ feet to a distance of 5.8 miles 
from its mouth and for l mile along its old channel, known now as the 
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Old River . Along the l akefront on each side of the river 's mouth, and 
protected by man-made breakwaters , are the mile-long Hest Basin and the 
four-mile long East Basin. These basins constitute the outer harbor of 
the port and are used for commerce, recreational craft, and mooring for 
the U.S . Coast Guard, the U.S . Navy, and the U.S . Army Corps of Engineers . 
The i nner harbor of the Cuyahoga River and the Old River are mainly 
devoted to industry. Within this area there exist three l arge nationally 
important steel companies receiving annually by lake shipment over 
9,000,000 gross tons of iron ore; a large petroleum refinery and tank 
storage facilities for eight major oil companies; sand and gravel dumps 
for a major portion of Cuyahoga County ' s building industry; oaint and 
chemical companies ~ith nationwide distribution; a flour mill; a sugar 
refining company; two cement companies; three fish companies; and a mul-
titude of small and diversified industries and facilities . 1dithin the 
valley of t he inner harbor, and excludin~ the lakefront outer harbor, 
there are 32 publi c and private wharves with an estimated annual capacity 
of 33,722, 500 short tons , as well as 18 additional smaller marine term-
inal facilities . Along the lakefront outer harbor 19 additional wharves, 
piers, and docks are found . Some 3, 000 vessels come and go i n the inner 
and outer harbors during the navigation season . 
Within the Flats are employed an estimated 30,000 people, or aoorox-
imately 5 oer cent of the labor force of Metrooolitan Cleveland, producing 
over $600,000,000 worth of ~oods per year . 
Cleveland is the largest citv in the State of Ohio and the largest 
port city on Lake Eri e . The inland trade territory of the port covers 
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most of Ohio and portions of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Tennes-
see, Kentucky, and Indiana . The volume of Clevel~nd 1 s overseas trade has 
been increasing s teadily since 1946 and in 1955 fourteen foreign flaglines 
served the port . Port and warehouse facilities, assessed on an individual 
commodity basis, were found to be more than adequate to meet oresent ship-
ping needs . 
Until recent years there has been little action by the City and 
Federal Governments in imnroving the narrow and winding inner harbor of 
the Cuyahoga. Programs inaugurated since 1936 call for constant dredging 
of the silt in the river, widening of the river in dangerous spots, the 
cutting back of the worst bends which previously had hindered or obstruc-
ted navigation, and replacement or im0rovement of obstructing bridges . 
The problem of industrial waste in the river has been s erious, not only 
because it makes the river malodorous, but because it hinders industrial 
water usage, and, when oil slicks develop, becomes a fire hazard . Simi-
larly, smoke and fumes have done damage to bridges and other structures 
in the valley, and reouire a constant pr ogram of regul~tion . 
The Cuyahoga Valley is well served by the r ailroads, with five major 
r ail lines connecting with the docks and warehouses , and three local lines 
performing intra-plant switching . It is estimated that over 350 private, 
common, and contract motor carriers operate between the area and other 
parts of the United States . 
Because of the limited land available within the valley there is 
little land use for anvthin,g but industry and com~ erce . The maior users 
of land in the valley outside of industrv and commerce are the City and 
Feder al Governments . 
Industrial and commercial growth in the Cleveland area soon caused 
an overflow of t hese occupations from the val ley . Very little land is 
now available in the industrial sections of the valley for new building, 
although the area south of the ryresent head of navigation could be 
pr ofitably developed if the length of river navigability were to be ex-
tended . 
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The industrial might of Metropolitan Cleveland today spreads 
fan-wi se f r om the mouth of the Cuyahoga to the east, south, and west . 
Manv large industries have developed in these areas, dependent in varying 
degrees on the valley industries and river commerce . Other Lake Erie 
ports , although in some cases presenting better harbors than the crooked 
Cuvahoga, are not so favored economically. 
The future of the lower C~yahoga Valley is bright . The opening of 
the St . Lruvrence Seaway i n 1959 will increase Cleveland ' s overseas trade 
and probably attract new industries to t he area . }l:ore imoortant, it will 
allow large ore shios t o bring the rich Labrador iron ore to the valley ' s 
steel mills . To insure t hat the val ey and Cleveland get the maximum 
gain from these future develo0.ments , the r e is a need for intensified long-
range planninP, . 
